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PROLOGUE
(February 14, 1997)

Fortune very much affected the emergence and the contours of the
"racism" controversy recorded in the nine documents (six memoranda and
three talks) collected here. This controversy appeared suddenly and (for
me, at least) unexpectedly—and readers might best "get the feel of it" by
coming to it similarly unprepared. I t  is partly for this reason that I provide
in this prologue a minimum of introduction for this collection of nine docu-
ments which challenges the "careless talk and professional intimidation
that seem all too common these days." One assurance is perhaps in order
at the outset o f  this article: that which seemed to begin as i l l  fortune can
now be said to have been remarkably good fortune because of what 1 have
been privileged to  make o f  it. I  have seen this k ind o f  transformation
before, especially i f  one is not fainthearted.

Although this controversy did develop at a particular law school, i t
could appear at virtually any law school in the United States today—and,
indeed, at virtually any college or university in this country. Ne i ther  our
law school nor its personnel need to be identified, therefore, any more than
they are in these documents.

My own credentials became evident as the controversy unfolded.
Even so, immediately available to all participants in our encounter was the
biographical sketch provided in the catalogue of  the law school (where
began teaching in 1981). A n  adaptation of that sketch is this statement:

George Anastaplo, B.A., 1948, J.D. 1951, Ph.D., 1964, The University
of Chicago. Prof. Anastaplo is also Lecturer in the Liberal Arts at
the University of Chicago, and Professor Emeritus of Political Science
and of Philosophy at Rosary College. Between 1950 and 1961 he con-
ducted his own bar admission litigation, 366 U.S. 82 (1961). I n  1974-
1976 he served as research director of the Governor's Commission on
Individual Liberty and Personal Privacy, State of  Illinois. Between
1980 and 1992 he was nominated annually for the Nobel Peace Prize.
There has been issued in his honor a two-volume Festschrift, Law and
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Philosophy: The Practice of  Theory (1992). He  is the author of The
Constitutionalist: Notes on the First Amendment (1971); Human Being
and Citizen: Essays on Virtue, Freedom, and the Common Good
(1975); Ti t le  I  Funds, Church-Sponsored Schools, and  the First
Amendment (an H E W  study) (1978); The Artist as Thinker: From
Shakespeare to Joyce (1983); The Constitution of 1787: A Commentary
(1989); Slavery and the Constitution: Explorations (1989); The Ameri-
can Moralist: On Law, Ethics, and Government (1992); The Amend-
ments to the Constitution: A  Commentary (1995); The Thinker as
Artist: From Homer to Plato & Aristotle (1997). H e  teaches constitu-
tional law and jurisprudence.

(See, also Anastaplo, "What is Still Wrong with George Anastaplo?" 35
DePaul Law Review 551, 628-29 [1986]. See, for  my reservations about
how we conducted the Cold War, my discussion o f  "Vietnam" in Human
Being and Citizen, in The American Moralist, and in my "First Impressions"
article in Volume 26 of the Political Science Reviewer.)

The turning point for me in our "racism" controversy was the faculty
meeting that I  responded to  in  my memorandum o f  November 7, 1995
(Document No. 2). (This  might even be considered by some, because of
the date, to  have been providential.) Readers should be able to  march
steadily with me through this matter, especially since very l i t t le said o r
done (related thereto) by others (including faculty members in residence)
at the law school ever came to my attention between October 1995 and
April 1996.

The nine documents collected here are presented substantially in the
form they were first issued by me. I n  a few instances, minor corrections are
made or  useful clarifications are added. Brackets are used to set o ff  ex-
planatory sentences added by me for  this article. A t tached to  seven o f
these nine documents (al l  but the first and last) are the addenda which
originally accompanied them. (Another  addendum, already available and
distributed at the law school at the time, is provided for Document No. 5.)

One happy byproduct of this controversy has been my preparation of
the thoughts on constitutional law now found in the three talks included in
this collection (Documents Nos. 3, 5, and 7). Anticipating these talks is my
longstanding position with respect to the constitutionality o f  affirmative-
action measures. Some may be tempted to argue that the advocacy of af-
firmative action may contribute to a heightened, as well as a misdirected,
sense of grievances on the part of racial minorities in this country—but this
would underestimate how serious and pervasive the grievances of  our mi-
norities have long been.

Readers, especially those vulnerable academics in need of encourage-
ment and guidance in polit ically sensitive situations, should be able to ap-
ply to their own circumstances and otherwise profit from what happened to
be said and done on the occasion that is chronicled in the nine documents
which fo l low this prologue.
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1. SENSITIVE SUBJECTS
(A memorandum to the Dean, November 1, 1995)

I found instructive what you had to say to me this morning about the
"racism" complaints apparently leveled at various members of our faculty
in the course of a meeting of minority students and alumni yesterday eve-
ning. I f  what has been reported at that meeting about what I have said at
one time or another in Loyola law school classes over the years reflects the
accuracy of  the information upon which the complaints about our col-
leagues are based, then those complaints are very flimsy indeed.

Your insistence that faculty should be more "sensitive" in dealing with
issues that might be misapprehended by students is not likely to do much
good. I n  fact, accepting (or seeming to accept) such complaints at face
value, especially when one knows the character and record of the col-
leagues involved, can make matters far worse. We have been reminded by
what appears routinely in Blackacre how students can concoct and believe
all kinds of grievances, not just "racism" grievances, against faculty and
administrators.

Since you evidently considered what you heard about me, along with
others, to be grave enough to confer with me about it (with two associate
deans present in your office), it seems to me that it would be helpful for me
to probe at some length this kind of problem in academic life, especially
since I know that what was reported about what I have supposedly said in
class was remarkably distorted when it was not completely unfounded. I f
this sort of thing is serious enough to trouble you as a conscientious dean, it
is serious enough for me to think about and to write about.

In order for me to proceed sensibly in my project, however, I need in
writing an account of what was said about what I  have said or done that
may have troubled an occasional minority student over the years. I  do not
need any names, although the names of the courses, but not the years of
the courses, might help. I t  might also help to have in writing the thirteen or
so instances of what other faculty members, also unnamed (to me), are
alleged t o  have said o r  done that some minority students consider
offensive.

There is, sad to admit, relatively little that we as faculty can do to
repair the damage done to the souls of the students who come to us. We
can do much more to control how we respond to the improper things said
to or about us by students (or by anyone else) when those things happen
to come to our attention. This may even help our students to learn how
they in turn should respond to provocative situations, something that they
will surely need to know if they are to be successful in their profession. I t
can even help them at times to be told by those in authority that they are
talking nonsense—and that they should stop it. This is for their own good,
perhaps even more than it  is for the good of others who happen to be
maligned or misled by them.
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Certainly, i t  would be unfortunate i f  minority students, who already
labor under so many disabilities, should be permitted, i f  not tacitly en-
couraged, to be reckless, i f  not even racists, in talking about others. I n  any
event, students are not prepared properly for effective lawyering if they are
not challenged upon making ridiculous o r  otherwise irresponsible state-
ments about what faculty or administrators have said or done to them.

I repeat, in closing, the offer I  made this morning to talk about the
problem of race and racism in this country to any group of minority stu-
dents that may be interested. Th is  could well include the development of
the arguments that I  have repeatedly made in  print and in class for  the
constitutionality of affirmative action in race relations. I t  is in the interest
of the community at large, not just in the interest of minorities in this coun-
try, that the disabilities under which minorities labor be removed as expe-
ditiously and as humanely as possible. I t  should go without saying that I
would be glad also to discuss privately with any student anything that that
student finds troublesome in what I  say from time to time, including the
currently unfashionable arguments that I  have long made for  affirmative
action.

2. T H E  USE A N D  ABUSE OF "PERCEPTIONS"
(A memorandum to the Faculty, November 7, 1995)

Here is my November is t  memorandum to the Dean promised you
during our faculty meeting this afternoon. Since, as we learned today, the
senior officers o f  this university have been kept informed about the re-
markable minority students' meeting o f  October 31, I  am sending these
materials on to them also.

I had not been aware, before our meeting today, that so many of our
colleagues (at least ten, i t  seems) had been present at the minority stu-
dents' meeting on October 31. A  disappointing aspect of all this is that, so
far as I  can tell, l ittle i f  anything was said by any of them to challenge the
condemnations o f  their  absent colleagues f o r  "racism." Perhaps even
worse, none of  our colleagues (except for the three at the meeting in the
Dean's office referred to in my enclosed memorandum) have spoken to me
at all over the past week about what they had heard said about me at the
October 31st meeting. Th is  is despite the fact that I  am known to have
published several books and scores of articles recording my long-held opin-
ions about the matters alleged, opinions happily quite different from those
evidently ascribed to me at that meeting. ( M y  abridged bibliography is at-
tached to this memorandum.)

Also disappointing, i f  not even ominous, is the tenor o f  the Dean's
response to the concerned minority students, which was read in the meet-
ing today of  faculty and administrators. Th is  official response is devoted
exclusively to defending the administration against the unreliable charges
made by the minority students. Noth ing is said in  the Dean's response
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about the categorical denials made by  faculty members upon being in-
formed by her of the "racism" charges made against them.

I suggest in passing that the more serious complaints leveled against
the law school and its administration by these minority students are due to
longstanding social conditions that the law school is not likely to be able to
do anything significant about, with or without the "Assistant Dean of  Mi-
nority Affairs" which some propose as a remedy. That  is, the most trouble-
some th ings  cu r ren t l y  compla ined a b o u t  a r e  obv ious ly  d u e  t o
circumstances beyond the capacity of this law school to change. I n  fact, i t
would probably be salutary for our minority students to be helped to ap-
preciate what is probably true, that they encounter far less prejudice and
discrimination here than they probably have encountered from any other
community-wide institution they have had t o  deal wi th  heretofore. I t
hardly suffices, in addressing such matters, to say over and over that racism
has always been critical in American law and that "something" should be
done about it.

The particulars with respect to me personally, as best as I  can recon-
struct them from what I  have been told about the October 31st meeting,
seem to have come from students who simply did not understand what was
going on in class. The  most charitable thing that can be said about their
complaints is that they distorted what they may have heard someone say on
one occasion or another. For  example, one complaint seems to have been
about Native Americans having been referred to in class as "savages." We
probably have here an echo of the reference in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence to "the merciless Indian Savages," something that might have been
drawn upon to illustrate the opinions about racial differences during the
Founding Period. I t  is unfortunate that there evidently was no one present
at the October 31st meeting who was familiar enough with the Declaration
of Independence to ask the indignant student whether the Declaration was
indeed being discussed at the time that the offensive words complained of
were uttered. I t  is also unfortunate that none o f  our colleagues at that
meeting recalled the highly sympathetic account I  published ( i n  the 1993
volume of the Encyclopedia Britannica series, The Great Ideas Today) o f
North American Indian thought. ( M y  latest contribution to that series is
an article on ancient African thought, no doubt published too recently to
have become known to most of our colleagues.)

Controversial matters are bound to be discussed in any American con-
stitutional law course worthy of respect, including the rationale for the fate-
ful accommodations to slavery made by the Framers in 1776-1789 and by
the Unionists in  1850-1865. I  suspect that i t  is virtually impossible for  a
teacher to  discuss serious subjects adequately without having a few stu-
dents (not always the same students) misapprehend and even resent what is
being said. B u t  it would be unbecoming, as well as irresponsible, for us to
do what would be needed in order to avoid all risks in these matters.

However all  this may be, the matters I  have referred to have not been
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the truly controversial subjects which have aroused my classes during my
years at Loyola. T h e  three most controversial issues in  class during my
tenure here have been the abortion issue (especially when I make the argu-
ment that the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision permitting abortion virtually on
demand may have been wrongly decided), the "natural law" issue (espe-
cially when I  make the argument that enduring standards o f  right and
wrong are more defensible than sophisticated relativists believe today), and
the affirmative action issue (especially when I  make the argument that af-
firmative action measures are constitutionally permissible, whatever polit-
ical as well as "psychological" problems they may pose at times).

If our responses of the past week to the particular minority students'
complaints of October 31 are harbingers of what is to come, we run the risk
of becoming prisoners o f  "perceptions" (o r,  i n  effect a l l  too  often, o f
prejudices). The  true friends of minority students here, as elsewhere, are
not those who  cater to, when they do  not  even tacit ly encourage, i l l -
founded accusations and misguided prescriptions—the way we respond to
absurd things that may happen to be conjured up by youngsters about what
is said in class and out can, if we do not act in good faith and with determi-
nation, be harmful both to all of  our students and to the institution itself.

In the present circumstances I  believe i t  prudent to deal firmly both
with the sorts of  things evidently said about us as teachers and with how
they have been responded to by faculty and administrators alike. I  want, of
course, to  be fair  in how I  develop the line o f  argument sketched in my
November is t  memorandum. I  would appreciate, therefore, any informa-
tion or guidance any of you (or anyone else) might have to offer as I  work
in the coming weeks upon the extended (and I  hope instructive) examina-
tion called for by this unfortunate episode. I  hope and pray that I  am too
old to learn the new tricks that seem to have once again become fashiona-
ble in the academy.

Books

Addendum
George Anastaplo: Ma jo r  Publications

The Constitutionalist: Notes on the First Amendment (Southern Method-
ist University Press, 1971)

Human Being and Citizen: Essays on Virtue, Freedom, and the Common
Good (Swallow Press/Ohio University Press, 1975)

The Ar t is t  as Thinker: F rom Shakespeare to  Joyce (Swallow Press/Ohio
University Press, 1983)

The Constitution o f  1787: A  Commentary (Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1989)

The American Moralist: O n  Law, Ethics, and Government (Ohio Univer-
sity Press, 1992)
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The Amendments t o  the Constitution: A  Commentary (Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1995)

Campus Hate-Speech Codes and Twentieth Century Atrocit ies (Edwin
Mellen Press, 1997)

The Thinker as Artist: From Homer to Plato & Aristotle (Ohio University
Press, 1997)*

Abraham Lincoln's Constitutionalism*
Plato's Meno: Translation and Commentary [with John Gormly]*
Seven Introductions to Non-Western Thought*
Greek Tyranny and American Misjudgments (1967-1974)*
Seven Texts on Liberty*
Anglo-American Constitutional Documents*
"Racism," Political Correctness, and Constitutional Law: A  Law  School

Case Study*
Leo Strauss, Teacher*

*In course of  preparation

Book-length Law Review Collections
Human Nature and the First Amendment (1979)
What Is Sti l l  Wrong with George Anastaplo? A  Sequel to  366 U.S. 82

[1961] (1986)
The United States Constitution of 1787: A  Commentary (1986)
Church and State: Explorations (1987)
Slavery and the Constitution: Explorations (1989)
Freedom of Speech and the First Amendment: Explorations (1990)
The Constitution at Two Hundred: Explorations (1991)
On Trial: Explorations (1991)
On Freedom: Explorations (1992)
Amendments t o  the Constitution o f  the United States: A  Commentary

(1992)
Rome, Piety, and Law: Explorations (1993)
Lessons for the Student of  Law: The Oklahoma Lectures*
Law &  Literature and the Bible: Explorations*
Law &  Literature and Shakespeare: Explorations*

*In course of  preparation

3. R A C E  RELATIONS A N D  THE CONSTITUTION
(A talk to Law Students, January 25, 1996)

This is part of  the evidence that the fathers of the Government ex-
pected and intended the institution of  slavery to come to an end.
They expected and intended that it should be in the course o f  ulti-
mate extinction. A n d  when I  say that I  desire to see the further
spread of  it arrested I  only say I  desire to see that done which the
fathers have first done. When I say I desire to see it placed where the
public mind wi l l  rest in the belief that i t  is in the course o f  ult imate
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extinction, I only say I desire to see it placed where they placed it. I t
is not true that our fathers, as Judge [Stephen A.]  Douglas assumes,
made this government part slave and part free. Understand the sense
in which he puts it. He  assumes that slavery is a rightful thing within
itself,—was introduced by the framers of the Constitution. The exact
truth is, that they found the institution existing among us, and they
left it as they found it. Bu t  in making the government they left this
institution with many clear marks of disapprobation upon it. They
found slavery among them and they left it among them because of the
difficulty—the absolute impossibility of its immediate removal.

-Abraham Lincoln
(Alton, Illinois, 1858)

Race relations in the United States have influenced the Constitution
from the beginning, affecting both its original provisions and its centuries
of interpretation. T h i s  influence continues down to  our  day, something
which should be evident in the yearlong courses in constitutional law re-
quired in American law schools. Even so, few constitutional scholars seem
to appreciate, for example, how much the readings of the ever-vital Com-
merce Clause have been distorted by slavery-related concern. (Instructive
here are Wil l iam W.  Crosskey's Politics and the Constitution [1953] and
Harry V. Jaffa's Crisis o f  the House Divided [1959].)

It can sometimes be difficult to address these matters properly without
running the risk of  being considered either a sentimental ( i f  not even irre-
sponsible) liberal by some or a callous (if not even racist) conservative by
others. O f  course, the charge o f  "racism" can itself be irresponsible in
some cases, as I  believe we can see from the loose talk indulged in at this
law school last semester.

I refer now to those recent "racism" allegations that I  have been able
to check out personally. I  do not have any reason to believe that the alle-
gations that I  have not been able to check out are in principle different,
especially since I have never encountered any "racist" comments or actions
by any of my colleagues in this law school over the years. Instead, I  know
of repeated efforts, by administration and faculty alike, to advance minor-
ity interests both i n  the student body and in  the personnel o f  this law
school.

The allegations recently heard, so far as I can make them out, expose
the limitations of the students and alumni responsible for them. Poor pre-
class preparation, careless reading, classroom inattention, misguided pas-
sions, unreliable memories, ignorance of  history, and simple prejudice—
two or  more o f  these can combine to lead even well-meaning students
astray, especially when they are neglected i f  not misled by  those elders
who should be setting them straight. I n  addition, the subjects that have to
be discussed in law school are sometimes controversial, which can move the
young and impressionable to attribute to the instructor every questionable
opinion that is examined in class.
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The experienced teacher becomes accustomed t o  having his words
misinterpreted. Sometimes he is remembered as better than he really was,
sometimes as worse than he was. I  long ago ceased being surprised by what
students "hear" in a classroom. A f t e r  all, the strangest things do show up
on examination papers. Fortunately for my long-run reputation I  have in
print considerable discussion of  virtually every controversial topic that is
apt to come up in my classes, which texts can be readily compared with
whatever may happen to  be reported about me by the hostile critic. I n
some cases, that is, one's "paper trail" can be a shield against being victim-
ized by the thoughtless.

Even when allegations are unfounded, they can have what is known as
a "chilling effect" on the free exchange of  ideas, leading faculty and stu-
dents alike to skirt serious issues for fear of being unfairly attacked by the
uninformed or the hypersensitive, to say nothing of  the occasional dema-
gogue who should know better. I f  toughminded discussion is discouraged,
all students, including minority students, are hurt far more than they might
be b y  a n  occasional "racist"  remark ( real  o r  imagined, intended o r
inadvertent).

Serious issues do not go away if they are hidden from view: they still
await students in  " the real world" where racial and other injustices are
much more to be reckoned with than they are in this law school. B u t  i t
should at  once be added that far more progress has been made in  race
relations in this country than men and women of  good wil l  could reason-
ably have expected a half century ago. Even so, it should also be noticed
how discouraged, i f  not desperate, minority spokesmen can be these days.
Consider this passage (Richard Delgado, "Enormous Anomaly? L e f t -
Right Parallels in Recent Writing About Race," 91 Columbia Law Review
1547, 1559-60 [1991]):

Critical [theory ]  and neoconservative writers, while differing in a
number of respects, nevertheless join in a wide-ranging attack on the
current liberal civil rights vision, methods, and ideology. C r i t i c a l
theorists and neoconservatives generally are impatient with incre-
mentalism and token representation. Bo th  groups share the belief
that our much-vaunted system of racial justice is not working and per-
haps was never intended to do so. I n  an era, like ours. hostile to
racial reform, liberalism will thus be unable to look to any theoreti-
cians of color for support.
Unless liberalism is able radically to transform itself, i t will likely con-
tinue to weaken. What will replace it as a civil rights strategy? M y
guess is nothing. Society's need for legitimacy will assure that a few
blacks ascend, while opposition to spending and mass programs will
guarantee that most fall further and further behind. Conditions for
change like those present in the 1960s are missing. The white leader-
ship is timid or indifferent; the white middle- and blue-collar classes
are frankly hostile to racial reform. There is little pressure at the in-
ternational level for the United States to transform itself. I n  time,
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these conditions may change; in particular, demographic shifts wil l
one day begin to add special urgency. Bu t  if I am right, in the short
run liberalism will continue to decline, and nothing coherent will re-
place it, while conditions for blacks and other people of  color will
worsen. Race, our most enduring problem, is likely to remain, for
now, as intractable as ever.

I (as an old-fashioned liberal) do not endorse all that has been said in
the passage just quoted, but it is a position which has to be taken seriously,
especially in the light o f  the chronic poverty and the other deprivations
among minority groups in this country, deprivations which affect the well-
being and the security of everyone. The race problem in the United States
seems to be one of  the legacies of  the official toleration of slavery during
the first century of our regime. That  the social and political issues here are
not limited to places where racial differences are critical may be seen, for
example, upon considering the plight of  the Roman Catholic minority in
Northern Ireland, a depressed minority which has sometimes resorted, in
its desperation, to considerable violence.

I  return to  the slavery considerations that have very much affected
American constitutional law. These matters, which wil l  be touched upon
again and again in this course, are discussed at length both in my "Slavery
and the Constitution" collection in volume 20 of the Texas Tech Law Re-
view (1989) and in  the second volume o f  my constitutional commentary,
The Amendments to the Constitution (which includes an exegesis o f  the
Emancipation Proclamation) (1995). I  refer you also to the "Race, Law,
and Civilization" essay in my Human Being and Citizen volume (1975), t o
the four  "Hate Talk" essays in my "On Freedom" collection in volume 17
of the Oklahoma City University Law Review (1992), and to "An Introduc-
tion to 'Ancient' African Thought" in volume 1995 of The Great Ideas To-
day. Indications o f  the serious reservations that thoughtful Southerners
had about slavery during the Founding Period may be found in  Query
XVI I I  of Thomas Jefferson's Notes on the State of  Virginia (1781-1785) (ap-
pended to this talk).

It is not prudent to assume, whenever there is systematic injustice, that
the victims never contribute in any way to their misfortunes. To  assume
this is to say, in effect, that the victims are always helpless, unable ever to
do anything that would improve their lot. To  notice this is not to justify the
detestable things that may be done by victimizers in exploiting their vic-
thus. B u t  i t  does recognize what can sometimes be said "on  the other
side." The modern Greeks, for example, endured several centuries of sub-
jugation, a harsh subjugation which has affected their national character
down to this day. The oppression to which they were so long subjected was
in part because of  their chronic inadequacies and misjudgments as a peo-
ple. A n  inability or an unwillingness to face up to one's own limitations
make it likely that one's troubles will continue, something that may be seen
in the unhappy history of  Greek politics in recent decades. O n  the other
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hand, it may well be (as in the case of the Greeks) that a socially- or politi-
cally-deficient people's limitations may be intimately related to their attrac-
tive features.

In this country the best guide I  know to how members of  mistreated
minorities should address the injustices and deprivations they contend with
may be found in the writings of Frederick Douglass, the escaped slave who
(it has long seemed to me) became one of  the great men not only o f  his
race but also of  the American regime. I  have, during the past month, re-
turned to a collection of his work. The more I see of him, the more impres-
sive I  f ind him. Fur ther  on in this semester I  hope to  speak at greater
length about how Douglass saw both the uses and the abuses of American
Constitutionalism.

Immediately relevant for us is Douglass's insistence, at the height o f
the Civi l  War (July 6, 1863; The Frederick Douglass Papers, vol. 3, p. 596
[1979]):

I hold that the Federal Government was never, in its essence, any-
thing but an anti-slavery Government. Abol ish slavery to-morrow,
and not a sentence or syllable of the Constitution need be altered. I t
was purposely so framed as to give no claim, no sanction to the claim
of property in man. I f  in its origin slavery had any relation to the
Government, it was only as the scaffolding to the magnificent struc-
ture, to be removed as soon as the building was completed. There is
in the Constitution no East, no West, no North, no South, no black,
no white, no slave, no slaveholder, but all are citizens who are o f
American birth.

The arguments that Douglass marshals for his position (a position he had
not always he ld  about  t h e  Constitution as  i n  principle anti-slavery,
whatever accommodations to slavery "had" to be made at the outset)—his
arguments are powerful, reflecting a level of education that few public men
of our time can draw upon. ( H e  drew, on December 8, 1850 [at vol. 2, p.
272 of  his Papers], upon the Jefferson passage appended to this talk.)

Particularly important for the student body today—and not only for
minority students—is Douglass's insistence that one should take advantage
of the opportunities one happens to have, however limited they may be.
His emphasis upon study is salutary, recognizing that one cheats oneself (as
well as those who depend upon one) if one does not learn what is available.
The fruit of Frederick Douglass's study is evident not only in his magnifi-
cent eloquence but also in his grasp o f  the great texts he draws upon to
guide and empower his eloquence: t h e  Bible, Shakespeare, the Declara-
tion o f  Independence, and the Constitution. Underpinning his informed
respect for the American constitutional tradition, with its grounding in a
distinctive combination of liberty, the rule of law, and equality, is his invo-
cation of Magna Carta. That  1215 compact, the first document to be con-
sidered by us in this course, is the text to which we are now privileged to
turn—but not before you have had an opportunity to  address whatever
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may seem questionable in what I  have just said. I t  is neither in your inter-
est nor in mine when truly questionable things are not challenged.

Addendum
This is taken from Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State o f

Virginia (1781-1785).
Query XVI I I .

The particular customs and manners that may happen to be received in
?

It is difficult to determine on the standard by which the manners of a
nation may be tried, whether catholic or particular. I t  is more difficult
for a native to bring to that standard the manners of his own nation
[Virginia], familiarized to him by habit. There must doubtless be an
unhappy influence on the manners of  our people produced by the
existence of slavery among us. The whole commerce between master
and slave is a perpetual exercise of the most boisterous passions, the
most unremitting despotism on the one part, and degrading submis-
sions on the other. O u r  children see this, and learn to imitate it fo r
man is an imitative animal. This quality is the germ of all education
in him. From his cradle to his grave he is learning to do what he sees
others do. I f  a parent could find no motive either in his philanthropy
or his self-love, for restraining the intemperance of passion towards
his slave, it should always be a sufficient one that his child is present.
But generally it is not sufficient. The parent storms, the child looks
on, catches the lineaments of wrath, puts on the same airs in the circle
of smaller slaves, gives a loose to the worst o f  passions, and thus
nursed, educated, and daily exercised i n  tyranny, cannot but  be
stamped by it with odious peculiarities. The man must be a prodigy
who can retain his manners and morals undepraved by such circum-
stances. A n d  with what execration should the statesman be loaded,
who, permitting one half the citizens thus to trample on the rights of
the other, transforms those into despots, and these into enemies, de-
stroys the morals of the one part, and the amor patriae of the other.
For if a slave can have a country in this world, it must be any other in
preference to that in which he is born to live and labor for another; in
which he must lock up the faculties of his nature, contribute as far as
depends on his individual endeavors to the evanishment of the human
race, or entail his own miserable condition on the endless generations
proceeding from him. Wi th  the morals of the people, their industry
also is destroyed. For in a warm climate, no man will labor for him-
self who can make another labor for him. This is so true, that of the
proprietors of slaves a very small proportion indeed are ever seen to
labor. A n d  can the liberties of a nation be thought secure when we
have removed their only firm basis, a conviction in the minds of the
people that these liberties are of the gift of God? That they are not to
be violated but with his wrath? Indeed I  tremble for my country
when I reflect that God is just; that his justice cannot sleep forever;
that considering numbers, nature and natural means only, a revolu-
tion of  the wheel of  fortune, an exchange of  situation is among possi-
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ble events; that it may become probable by supernatural interference!
The Almighty has no attribute which can take side with us in such a
contest. Bu t  it is impossible to be temperate and to pursue this sub-
ject through the various considerations of policy, of morals, of history
natural and civil. We must be contended to hope they will force their
way into every one's mind. I  think a change already perceptible,
since the origin of the present revolution. The spirit of the master is
abating, that of the slave rising from the dust, his condition mollify-
ing, the way I  hope preparing, under the auspices of heaven, for a
total emancipation, and that this is disposed, in the order of events, to
be with the consent of the masters, rather than by their extirpation.

4. S T U D E N T  SERVICES A N D  DISSERVICE
(A memorandum to the Faculty, February 6, 1996)

This is the third of my memoranda offered as contributions to discus-
sion in this law school following upon the meeting of disaffected minority
law students of October 31, 1995. I  anticipate sharing with you more mem-
oranda dealing with issues raised by the students' meeting, by subsequent
developments among our students, and, perhaps even more critical, by the
faculty and administrative responses thus far.

Accompanying this memorandum is the talk I  gave on January 25 at
the outset of my constitutional law course this semester, a talk which bears
upon the "racism" complaints registered by some students on October 31
and thereafter. A  l ively, and I  believe healthy, classroom discussion fol-
lowed this January talk (which I  have entitled "Race Relations and the
Constitution"). [ M y  talk of January 25 is Part 3 of this collection of memo-
randa and talks on "racism."]

Even so, I have been informed (by a member of the law school admin-
istration) that a couple of  our students lodged complaints the next day or
so, with a university-wide officer for multicultural affairs, about what I had
said in class on January 25 that was evidently perceived to be of a "racist"
character. One can begin to assess the reliability of their complaints (and,
am afraid, of  all too many such complaints these days) when i t  is noticed
that one of the allegations against me was to the effect that I considered the
Greeks the only civilized people. I f  this is the way the complainants heard
what was said by me in the tenth paragraph of  my enclosed prepared re-
marks of  January 25 (which were taped by several students), one should
not be surprised by their other distortions, which I shall deal with appropri-
ately on a later occasion. I t  suffices for the moment to say about this epi-
sode that, however exasperating it can be to have one's words and motives
twisted out of shape, there can be something reassuring when it is done in
this way. W h e n  the allegations resorted to can be so farfetched, to which
documented responses may be made that all fairminded people will eventu-
ally have to acknowledge to be conclusive, the equities in the matter should
be evident.
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It is important, in any event, for us to deal firmly with questionable
charges and irresponsible statements, from whatever source and however
ridiculous they may sometimes be, once they are made public. I have found
that students tend to respect forthright arguments in support of contested
positions, especially i f  any opposing arguments they might have are en-
couraged and faced up to squarely in turn. The few who are "determined"
to put the worst construction on everything they hear will come to be dis-
missed as simply unreliable.

We should resist the temptation, all too powerful these days, to be-
come mealymouthed when dealing with matters that happen to be re-
garded as "sensitive," especially when our critics are hardly shy in the way
they indulge themselves in public. I t  is a disservice to students, who will
soon be entrusted with the lives and fortunes of their clients, to treat them
like children, depriving them of serious inquiry into troublesome problems
and humoring them when unfortunate things are said or  done in their
name. This is a form of flattery that they should not be conditioned to
expect.

It can also be a disservice to our students to suggest that there are any
mechanical remedies available in this law school for what may well be in-
tractable problems rooted in American society at large. Might not the es-
tablishment of the proposed "Assistant Dean of Minority Affairs" be such
a remedy in our circumstances, whatever may be the merits of such an of-
ficer in the university overall?

Should such a law school officer, if resorted to, be a member of some
recognized racial minority? I f  so, which one and why? The issues here can
be divisive. What precisely is wrong, within the power of this law school to
change, that this kind of officer is needed for? Should this officer be in-
structed, and authorized, to impose sanctions for frivolous complaints? ( I t
is useful for future lawyers to be reminded of such a risk.) I f  there are
funds available to hire this officer, at a time when so much is being made
among us of budgetary constraints, why not use that money to help finance
the scholarship aid that seems to be desperately needed by some of our
students?

These, it seems to me, are some of the questions that need to be dis-
cussed thoroughly by the faculty before anyone is recruited for this perhaps
dubious office. It  should also be recognized that resorting to remedies that
are not likely to do much good can open the way to ever more demands to
take care of the problems that ever more students will be encouraged to
conjure up among us.

However al l  this may be, the accompanying talk (o f  January 25)
touches upon matters that could be developed at length i f  anyone should
take me up on the offer recorded in my November ist memorandum, "to
talk about the problem of race and racism in this country to any group of
minority students that may be interested." (See, for  further discussion of
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the "merciless Indian Savages" issue noticed in my November 7th memo-
randum, a comment, taken from one of my articles, that is appended to this
memorandum. [My November ist and November 7th memoranda are Parts
1 and 2, respectively, of this "racism" collection.])

Addendum

This is copied from George Anastaplo, "Rome, Piety, and Law: Explo-
rations," 39 Loyola o f  New Orleans Law Review 1, 115-16, n. 329 (1993).

on The Indian Policies Of American Governments

For an instructive discussion of the American governments' Indian
policies, see Ralph Lerner, The Thinking Revolutionary: Principle
and Practice in the New Republic 139f, 174f (1987). The principal
point of view worked from in the Lerner book is that of  the better
elements among the victorious settlers. This means, according to Mr.
Lerner, that things pretty much "had" to turn out the way they did,
however more gently (if  not decently) the dispossession of the Indi-
ans could have been done. Supreme Court and other judicial determi-
nations (id. at 142-47) did not matter much here, except perhaps as
the basis for later reparations and other such reconsiderations, long
after the Indians had been subdued. A  critical problem may be seen
in what is ruled out at the outset of Mr. Lerner's discussion of Indian
policies: three "patently inadequate points o f  view—that o f  avari-
cious Indian-haters, or of sentimental white humanitarians, or of sul-
len and beleaguered natives." Id. at 139. Compare the impression
upon the reader, however, i f  other terms had been used here: f o r
example, "sympathetic" instead o f  "sentimental," and "aggrieved"
and "pillaged" instead of "sullen" and "beleaguered." Certainly, the
Lerner analysis is not presented from the point of view either of the
conscientious Indian statesman or of a desperate people with griev-
ances at least as serious as those that are collected in, say, the Decla-
ration of Independence. (Even with respect to the "avaricious Indian-
hater," is i t  not likely that the avarice fueled the hatred, rather than
the other way around? And avarice was not limited to those of vio-
lent natural tendencies.) " A  more appropriate perspective," we are
told by Mr. Lerner, "is that of the white statesman who tried to shape
national policy toward the Indians in the early years of the republic."
Id. The perspective of even the better American statesman, however,
rarely included much respect for the opinions either of the victims or
of those few who spoke on their behalf. N o  major American states-
man is identified by Mr. Lerner as having been willing to risk his ca-
reer in order to protect the Indians, especially because the Indians
were early and mostly regarded as dangerous and unproductive
savages. The spirited aspect, obviously an important aspect, o f  the
lives of the Indian peoples could be run through the all-too-often dis-
torted souls of influential victimizers who had a great personal inter-
est in driving the Indians further and further west. In such matters, it
can indeed be noticed that "the thoughtful, as distinguished from the
influential, are always few." Id. at x. Even fewer, i t  seems, are those
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moved by "the spirit of martyrdom." Id. at 67 n.10. The career of Sam
Houston, who was both friendly to Indians and hostile to Texas seces-
sion from the Union, deserves consideration here. So does the career
of the saintly John Woolman, an Eighteenth Century champion o f
both slaves and Indians. On Sam Houston, see William T.  Hagan,
American Indians 98 (1979). On John Woolman, see George Anas-
tapio, John Woolman on  Slavery and Wealth (Seminar transcript
1977). On martyrdom, see supra notes 67 &  278, and infra Conclu-
sion. [See also George Anastaplo, "An Introduction to North Ameri-
can Indian Thought," 1993 The Great Ideas Today 252 (1993). The
John Woolman transcript is included in Anastaplo, Abraham Lin-
coln's Constitutionalism (to be published in 1998 by the Spence Pub-
lishing Company)]

5. S E T T I N G  THE RECORD STRAIGHT
(A talk to Law Students, February 8, 1996)

You can't depend on your eyes when
your imagination is out of focus.

—The Connecticut Yankee

Our discussion this evening can perhaps be enhanced by considering
how my prepared remarks o f  January 25 (which are incorporated in  the
text that was given to you at our last meeting) have been heard in some
quarters. I  promised you on January 25 a properly-edited copy of my pre-
pared remarks of that evening, just as you will eventually get such a copy of
my remarks of  this evening.

I have been informed, more or less officially by a member of our law
school administration, that a couple of students found my January 25th re-
marks so interesting that they, a day or two later, had to share them with
the university-wide officer for multicultural affairs. I t  is too bad that that
officer was not given as well a copy of one of the recordings that some of
you are making of this class. This would have been useful for that officer
not only in  assessing the reliability of  his would-be instructors, whoever
they may be, but also in giving him an opportunity to learn something chal-
lenging about constitutional law and race relations in this country. I  have
contributed to the education of that officer by sending to him, as well as to
the senior officers o f  this university, a copy of my January 25th remarks.
They will also get a copy of this evening's prepared remarks when I  have
put them in final form for distribution to you.

Three things have been related to me as the sources of the complaints
registered about our January 25th class. I  do not know how reliable my
own informant is, but I  suspect that he is considerably more so than the
complainants who ventured to interpret what was said by me in class on
January 25. A m p l e  opportunities wil l  be given, both here in  public and
hereafter in private, to  anyone who believes that he has a more reliable
recollection o f  what was said in that class or to this university's multicul-
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turai affairs officer. I  believe that what I might now say about these things
(no matter how inaccurate one or  more o f  the transmissions might have
been) can help us see what some of the enduring problems may be in talk-
ing about constitutional principles and the related public policy issues, es-
pecially those that bear on race relations.

- Since the complaints recently made about the January 25th class are
already circulating in this law school, a public response should be useful, i f
only to put the careless on notice that they will be duly corrected, albeit (I
hope) in a good-natured manner. M y  concern, I  should emphasize at the
outset, is not with the considerable grousing, whether by faculty or by stu-
dents, that always goes on around a law school. Ordinari ly,  much of what
overworked students complain about is likely to be discounted by both stu-
dents and faculty who know the facts. Even  so, i t  should be appreciated
that the typical complainant is likely to be sincere: h is complaints, however
mistaken they may be, can still help clarify important issues for us all.

The first o f  the complaints lodged with the university's multicultural
affairs officer seems to have been that I  consider the Greeks the only civi-
lized people. I  remind you o f  the prepared remarks about the modern
Greeks made on January 25 that evidently led to this complaint:

It is not prudent to assume, whenever there is systematic injustice,
that the victims never contribute in any way to their misfortunes. To
assume this is to say, in effect, that the victims are always helpless,
unable ever to do anything that would improve their lot. To  notice
this is not to justify the detestable things that may be done by victim-
izers in exploiting their victims. But  it does recognize what can some-
times be said "on the other side." The modern Greeks, for example,
endured several centuries of subjugation, a harsh subjugation which
has affected their national character down to this day. The oppres-
sion to which they were so long subjected was in part because of their
chronic inadequacies and misjudgments as a people. A n  inability or
an unwillingness to face up to one's own limitations make i t  likely
that one's troubles will continue, something that may be seen in the
unhappy history of  Greek politics in recent decades. O n  the other
hand, it may well be (as in the case of the Greeks) that a socially- or
politically-deficient people's limitations may be intimately related to
their attractive features.

Much more than this can be said—and I  have said it many times in print—
about the troubles emanating from the perhaps unduly sensitive Greek
character, a character that one can hope wil l  be disciplined somewhat in
the coming decades as Greece has to conform more and more to the de-
mands of its growing economic and political participation in the European
Community. I n  the meantime, the Greeks have long had the troubled situ-
ation in Cyprus as a constant reminder of the consequences of their follies
in recent decades, however much they are tempted to  blame the Turks
alone for the situation there. ( I n  fact, the Turks I  have known personally
have been very nice people, something that I  had not been led to expect
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from what I  had heard at home about them as a child.) Even most of my
fellow Greek-Americans, who tend to be more mature politically than peo-
ple in the O ld  Country, stil l refuse to recognize the considerable Greek
responsibility for the sad state of affairs in Cyprus since the 1970s. [See, for
example, Celestine Bohlen, "Greek Premier Scolded fo r  Dealing wi th
Turks," New York Times, February 9, 1986, p. A4.]

However unfortunate the Greeks of the Fifteenth Century and there-
after may have been in their character and related misfortunes, they did
share something worthwhile with those peoples in Africa who were sub-
jected at the same time to even crueller subjugation. Bo th  those Greeks
and those Africans, o f  the Fifteenth through the Eighteenth Centuries,
agreed that however bad subjugation may be, there is for human beings
something usually even worse—and that is the annihilation of one's family
and oneself.

If the Greeks and the Africans (like the Israelites in Egypt and in Bab-
ylon) had not believed that l ife was usually more important than liberty,
they would not have remained in subjugation as long as they did, preferring
instead to die rather than to submit. I  suspect that many Americans today
would, in like circumstances, respond much the same way. Thus,  for exam-
ple, no American soldier is likely to be faulted for saving his life by surren-
dering to  enemy forces that have overcome him. (Compare Euripides.
Iphigenela at Auks 1368-1401.)

But (to return to our discussion of January 25) it seems that the North
American Indians were significantly different in this respect from the an-
cient Israelites, t h e  modern Greeks, t he  Africans, and contemporary
Americans. The  spiritedness of  Native Americans was such that many of
them would not, or  at least could not, survive in subjugation. Th is  is re-
lated to the second of the complaints evidently made about what was said
by me the evening of January 25, but said not in my prepared remarks but
rather in the discussion that followed. This complaint was that I believe the
Africans to have been naturally passive. This,  of  course, is not what was
said that evening. What  was said, or at least was intended to be said, is that
slaveholders preferred Africans to Indians for the agricultural workers that
were sought, partly because many Africans were already accustomed to a
settled agricultural life in Africa and partly because they were less spirited
(we would say, they were more accommodating) than the Indians. (This
analysis, by the way, is not original with me. I t  may be found, for example,
in the work o f  such distinguished African-American leaders as Frederick
Douglass and W. E. B. Du Bois. What  I  have added to the Douglass-Du
Bois analysis of  Africans is a recognition o f  their similarity in critical re-
spects to ancient Israelites, to modern Greeks, and to captured American
soldiers.)

For these and other reasons, the people of African descent on this con-
tinent came into the TWentieth Century in generally better shape than the
people of Nor th  Amer ican Indian descent, T h e  one major exception to this
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conclusion are those people in the vast Southwest of this continent where
the blending of Spaniards and Native Americans produced the vital Mexi-
can people. ( I  have discussed that people in the part on the Evangelization
of the Southwest in my "Rome, Piety, and Law" article in volume 39 of the
Loyola of  New Orleans Law Review [1993].) I  should not leave this sub-
ject, however, without reminding you of my handout (taken from the same
article) about the unjust Indian policies of American governments across
the centuries. I  again refer you to my The Great Ideas Today articles on
North American Indian thought (1993) and on ancient African thought
(1995). [The "Indian policies of American Governments" handout is ap-
pended to Part 4 of this collection of memoranda and talks on "racism."
The January 25th talk discussed here is Part 3  o f  this collection on
"racism."]

Thus, to sum up this far, the first of our three complaints was a distor-
tion of my prepared remarks of January 25 about the modern Greeks; the
second of our complaints was a distortion of remarks I  made during the
subsequent discussion that evening about Africans and Indians. The third
complaint about our January 25th discussion that has been relayed to me
had, so far as I  can tell, nothing at all to do with anything said by me or
indeed by anyone else that evening. That is, it seems to have been com-
plained that although I  support the constitutionality of affirmative-action
programs, this is because I  accept "the Bell Curve thesis" and therefore
consider people of African descent to be so naturally inferior that they
require help that other ethnic groups do not need. The complainants had
evidently heard that I have had kind things to say about some affirmative-
action measures—and so, in order to make their overall position seem con-
sistent, they downgraded my motivation to account for what may have
been for them somewhat embarrassing facts. Unfortunately for their argu-
ment, however, not only was nothing said by anyone (so far as I can recall)
about The Bell Curve the evening of January 25, but also nothing may be
found about it in any of my writings—and this for the simple reason that I
have never read the book.

What we seem to have here, in our third complaint, is what is now
known as a "rationalization," with our complainants (unconsciously, if not
consciously) rearranging the facts in order to make the overall p' osition
they have blundered into seem plausible. Their position, relying as it does
upon such distortions, can hardly be taken seriously. Nevertheless, I would
be derelict in my duty if I did not challenge such a position, once it is out in
the open and more or less officially recognized. A  proper challenge helps
misguided students straighten out how they think about problems that are
obviously troubling them even as i t  reminds others o f  what has to  be
watched out for when controversial matters are discussed.

My longtime support for some carefully-orchestrated affirmative-ac-
tion measures is grounded in a concern that justice be done to chronically-
abused minorities in this country and, even more important perhaps, that
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the common good be served by at least attempting to minister to deep-
seated grievances. Certainly, my position here does not depend upon any
assumption about the natural inferiority of any ethnic group. Having said
this it should be recognized that it may be impossible to discover what is
"really" bothering any student who deals with facts and arguments in the
fashion that I have just described. We can be reminded by all this of how
prejudice works—and of how it can often hurt the prejudiced more than
the innocent targets of the prejudice, if only by depriving the prejudiced of
a sound understanding of the world.

One legitimate concern that students, whether prejudiced or not, may
have here should be acknowledged by me. What I have to say about con-
stitutional law may seem so unconventional as to be completely useless if
not even threatening to some. A n d  so defensive measures, of sorts, are
resorted to by the wary. Bu t  i f  an apprehensive student keeps an open
mind, he will likely find that constitutional law issues are approached here
with a seriousness that is not surpassed in any other law school in this coun-
try. ( I  will append, to the version to be provided you of these remarks,
reviews of my two volumes of constitutional commentary by widely-pub-
lished constitutional law scholars, one of them a respected federal judge,
the other the chairman of a political science department. These reviews
may reassure some of you that what I am offering you is not without recog-
nizable merit.) T can claim no personal credit for the specialness of this
course in constitutional law, however, working as I do from the pioneering
work some forty years ago of William W. Crosskey and Harry V. Jaffa,
whose texts I again recommend to you. We can see in all this how and why
the issue of race relations has always been as volatile as it is in American
politics and law. We can also see how things may (somewhat because of
chance developments) be misapprehended when faulty presuppositions
color what one sees, especially when someone has made it  as clear as I
hope I have that it would be unseemly in these circumstances to allow one-
self to be intimidated by the risk of being regarded by the careless as "in-
sensitive" or "radical" or even "racist." That is, I do not intend to see the
old slavery replaced by the new.

On the other hand, I do have some sympathy for those students who
find themselves assigned a required course that they for one reason or an-
other do consider threatening. But, I dare say, this is nothing compared to
what will happen to many of you again and again in your careers upon
discovering which judges have been assigned to your cases. M y  personal
preference is for classes which are completely elective and for which no
grades are given, but I recognize this to be impractical in law school. Even
so, I  know that my most important teacher was someone whose courses I
audited for a decade, a professor for whom I never wrote an examination
or prepared a paper, except for the essay I was asked to contribute to his
Festschrift.

I wi l l  try to compensate you for having had to put up with my perhaps
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superfluous responses to our three January 25th complaints by introducing
you now to three sets of observations that draw upon important materials
that are rarely noticed in constitutional law classes today. The first of these
is the 1772 case of Somerset v. Stewart, which was assigned for this evening,
the case o f  the Af r ican brought t o  England temporarily by  his Nor th
American master. Perhaps you remember the efforts that Lord Mansfield
made to avoid having to decide the issues brought before him on a writ of
habeas corpus. H e  suggested instead that this issue (of  the status of  Af r i -
cans involuntarily brought to and kept, if only temporarily, in England) was
better settled by Parliament.

This reminds us of the traditional insistence, in Anglo-American law,
upon the separation of  powers, something that is as topical for  us as the
Presidential primary contest this year. One  candidate was recently heard
to protest a t  length against "judicial dictatorship." (See James Bennet,
"'Judicial Dictatorship' Spurns People's Will, Buchanan Says," New York
Times, January 30, 1996, p. A9.)  There is something to Lord Mansfield's
concern, however useful i t  can sometimes be (as in the Reapportionment
Cases of 1962-1964) for the judiciary to attempt to remedy serious abuses
that legislatures simply refuse to address.

It is instructive to see both how determined Lord Mansfield was that
he not usurp legislative powers and how confident he was that there was, in
the common-law system, a presumption of liberty for all human beings. I t
is also instructive to notice how much is assumed in Somerset v. Stewart not
only about a separation o f  powers but also about legislative supremacy,
even when natural rights are denied by positive law. This is something that
we should keep in mind when we consider Marbury v. Madison the week
after next. I t  is instructive as well to notice that the English judges consid-
ered the writ of  habeas corpus applicable to detentions of  persons by pri-
vate parties as wel l  as by  governments. (See, fo r  further discussion o f
Somerset, Append ix  B o f  my "On Freedom" article in volume 17 o f  the
Oklahoma City University Law Review [1994 The Mansfield opinions in
Somerset are set forth in  Appendix L  of  my Commentary, The Amend-
ments to the Constitution.)

My second set o f  observations helps us begin to  see how carefully
drafted the Constitution of 1787 is. I n  fact, as I  indicated at the beginning
of this semester, a student can learn from this kind of course, perhaps more
than f rom any other law school course, how to deal with a well-crafted
document by working with what is probably the best-crafted document in
American history. This instruction, in both reading and writing, should be
of inestimable value throughout a legal career.

Consider, for example, what is revealed upon examining even an obso-
lete provision o f  the Constitution, the opening sentence o f  Section 9  o f
Article I:

The Migration or Importation of such Persons as any of  the States
now existing shall th ink proper to admit, shall not be prohibi ted by
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the Congress prior to the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight,
but a tax or duty may be imposed on such importation, not exceeding
ten dollars for each Person.

There is in Art ic le V,  as a back-up, an assurance that this Art ic le I  provi-
sion cannot be amended out of the Constitution before 1808. The  implica-
tions o f  the "1808" provision in Art icle 1, although rarely noticed these
days by constitutional law scholars, are profound. One thing that should be
noticed is that this provision was insisted upon by Georgia and Carolina
slaveholders who were afraid that the new government would immediately
prohibit the widely-detested international slave trade. Such a prohibition
was in fact ordered by Congress as of January 1, 1808. This is one indica-
tion of  the anti-slavery spirit of the Constitution of 1787 that, as we have
seen, Frederick Douglass spoke of in 1863. Without  this "1808" provision
and the Fugitive Slave Clause, the Union probably would have broken up
before 1800, with the slaveholding States going their own way, unrestrained
thereafter (in their foreign as well as domestic policies with respect to slav-
ery) by Northern free States.

Another implication of this "1808" provision comes to view when one
asks what the source was of  the Congressional power that this provision
was designed to  curb for  twenty years. The  best answer is that i t  is the
Commerce Power that is thus being addressed, something that made slave-
holders in  the 1850s apprehensive about what would happen to  slavery
once the  newly-Organized and obviously anti-slavery Republican Party
took control o f  the national government. Th i s  apprehensiveness is  re-
flected in a question Stephen A. Douglas put to Abraham Lincoln in1858,
a question that  a  poli t ic Lincoln avoided answering, about whether the
Commerce Clause could be used to curb the interstate traffic i n  slaves.
States Rightists, who had wanted to have the term expressly added to the
Tenth Amendment (so as to l imit the implied powers of  Congress), were
prescient here, since i t  was another national power (the War Power, so-
called) that was eventually used by President Lincoln to  strike a mortal
blow against slavery with his Emancipation Proclamation. (Southern slave-
holders were evidently confident in the beginning that they would always
have the political power in Congress to prevent national legislation against
the domestic slave trade, at least until slavery could be gradually and hence
safely eliminated. The i r  confidence began to wane in the early decades of
the Nineteenth Century when it became apparent that the non-slavehold-
ing States were growing faster in population than those slaveholding States
which found slavery ever more attractive economically and abolition ever
more threatening socially.)

Aspects o f  the issue of  the reach of the enumerated powers of  Con-
gress come up all  the time, as could be seen when the Commerce Power
was used in  the 1960s t o  justify Congressional prohibitions o f  racial dis-
crimination i n  various places serving the public—and when i t  has been
used since the 1960s to justify Congressional measures against a variety of
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crimes previously considered by many as within the exclusive jurisdiction
of the States to control.

We shall see this semester how the slavery issue affected, for a century
and a half, judicial interpretations of the two principal domestic powers of
Congress (reinforced by the Necessary and Proper Clause): t h e  powers
found in the Commerce Clause and in the Revenue Clause. I t  should be
noticed that precautions seem also to  be taken in  the "1808" provision
against the "premature" use o f  the Revenue Power to  curb the interna-
tional slave trade. Immediately instructive for us, therefore, are the impli-
cations about Congressional powers that are suggested by the two sets of
precautions in the "1808" provision. I  have spelled out in my Commentary
on the Constitution o f  1787 these and other aspects o f  the remarkable
craftsmanship evident in that document.

A third set o f  observations reminds us of  how limited much o f  our
conventional constitutional law can be, observations related to the status
among us o f  Erie Railroad Company v. Tompkins. S o  uncontroversial is
this 1938 case now for constitutional law scholars that it can be left out of
their casebooks altogether. Er ie  is noticed in Civil Procedure courses, but
usually without an appreciation of  the merits o f  Swift y. Tyson, the 1842
case which it overruled. I t  no longer troubles judges and legal scholars that
we now have a common law which is not truly common even in principle.
It is a common law which is no longer considered grounded in nature and
reason but rather in wi l l  and hence in desire and chance. I n  due time, I
suspect, the inherent difficulties with the Erie doctrine will have to be cor-
rected by Congressional legislation providing for at least a nationwide com-
mercial law. T h e  process o f  correction here may have already begun in
response to the speed and complexity of business transactions in this coun-
try. Part ly responsible for the Erie misjudgment were the positivistic juris-
prudence o f  jurists such as Oliver Wendell Hohnes, Jr. (who misled the
author of the Erie opinion, Justice Brandeis) and the misreading by schol-
ars o f  the history of  the drafting of the Judiciary Ac t  o f  1789 (again mis-
leading Justice Brandeis). The problems to be considered here are, and not
only because of their natural-right implications, much more important than
those that now usually occupy the Supreme Court. (The  Crosskey text to
which I  have referred you, Politics and the Constitution [1953], deals at
length w i t h  S w i f t  v .  Tyson  a n d  w i t h  t h e  E r i e  doctr ine.  W i l l i a m
Braithwaite's article, in  the Law and Philosophy volumes [published in
1992 by the Ohio University Press], provides a useful introduction to the
subject.by a scholar versed both in the natural-right tradition and in the law
of negotiable instruments. [Professor Braithwaite is  a  member o f  the
Loyola Unviersity of Chicago law faculty. H e  was not in residence during
the 1995-96 academic year]).

I began these remarks this evening by considering the mistakes that
students can make in assimilating and reporting what is (and is not said) in
class. Those mistakes, properly assessed, can be instructive, and otherwise
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useful as well, so long as we in response are careful about our own motives
and facts. But  what is most important here are not the mistakes that stu-
dents happen to make—for it should be expected of students that they will
err again and again. Rather, what is ultimately important here are the ways
that faculty and administration respond to the mistakes that students will
make. Also instructive can be the mistakes that Courts make, but only if
we know the Constitution itself well enough to be able truly to see what the
Courts have and have not done.

It is the Constitution to which we will turn next week after noticing
features of the Articles of Confederation that prepared the way for the
Constitution. Both of these constitutional documents, it should also be no-
ticed, build upon the principles affirmed in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, not the least of which is the self-evident and yet sometimes puzzling
truth that "all Men are created equal."

Addendum A

This is a review of George Anastaplo, The Constitution o f  1787: A
Commentary (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), b y  Edward
Dumbauld, United States Senior District Judge, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
as published in the Journal of American History, vol. 77, p. 290 (June 1990).

This book is an updated version of a series of lectures given at the
Rochester Institute of Technology. The author's comments are based
primarily on analyses of the original text of the Constitution itself and
reflections about it, with scant regard for "judicial and other official
interpretations and applications of the Constitution." H e  proclaims
at the outset (and often thereafter) his nationalistic orientation and
recognition o f  the supremacy of  the legislative branch, and he ac-
knowledges the influence of  his teachers William Winslow Crosskey
and Leo Strauss. Another characteristic of his treatment is his fre-
quently expressed appreciation of  the skill and craftsmanship with
which the Constitution is drafted. The author discusses the various
parts of the Constitution in the sequence established by the document
itself. H e  strives to discern a systematic scheme or pattern in which
the parts coherently come together and to speculate about why a par-
ticular portion is placed where it is. A n  appendix conveniently sup-
plies the text o f  the Constitution, its twenty-six amendments, and
other useful documents.
In discussing Article I, section 8 (specifying the powers of Congress),
Anastaplo, doubtless under the Crosskey influence, rejects the cus-
tomary view that the federal government is one of "enumerated pow-
ers" and intimates that "a comprehensive mandate for Congress with
respect to the general welfare" is to be implied and that there is "a
general legislative power in Congress" to effectuate "the purposes,
and hence the powers" of the government as "authoritatively antici-
pated" in the Preamble. Perhaps another vestige of Crosskey's influ-
ence may be seen in the author's emphasis on the lack of complete
and reliable documentary records of the creation of the Constitution.
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Anastaplo presents many impressive and ingenious insights in  the
course o f  his reflections on the text o f  the Constitution. Thus he
points out that "it is difficult for tyranny to speak persuasively in Eng-
lish." H e  views the Constitution of  1787 as "an incarnation of  the
principles revealed in the Declaration of Independence"; it embodies
the conunon law as well as the parliamentary law of public bodies and
the law of nations.

Implications drawn from the language of  the constitutional text are
enlightening. Thus even apart from the First Amendment, the peo-
ple's freedom of speech to discuss public affairs is a necessary conse-
quence of the structure of democratic government. Another striking
observation is that all a legislature ever does officially "is to speak"
and "that all the speaking that counts takes the form of Yeas and
Nays. The Yeas and Nays do refer to things that are said about things
to be done, but the Yeas and Nays are what count and what are to be
counted W o r d s  are made flesh, so much so that they may even be
said to have teeth."

Those desiring to engage in the enterprise o f  "thinking about the
Constitution" in the company o f  a resourceful and knowledgeable
guide will find this book quite interesting and enjoyable.

Addendum B

This is a review of George Anastaplo, The Amendments to the Consti-
tution: A  Commentary (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995), by John R.
Vile, Chairman, Political Science, Middle Tennessee State University, as
published in Choice, vol. 33, p. 689 (December 1995).

Anastaplo (law, Loyola Univ. of Chicago), whose extensive writings
include a companion volume entitled The Constitution o f  1787.• A
Commentary (Choice, Sep' 89), thoughtfully analyzes American con-
stitutional amendments. H i s  treatment of  amendments is less con-
ventional than more popular accounts such as R. B. Bernstein and J.
Agel's Amending America (Choice, Sep' 93) or  studies like A .  P.
Grimes's Democracy and  the Amendments t o  the Constitution
(Choice, Jan' 79) that focus on congressional debates. Thus, Anas-
tapio devotes chapters t o  Jefferson's and Adams's views o f  the
ancients, to the Confederate Constitution, and to the Emancipation
Proclamation. H e  frequently punctuates his discussion with ques-
tions. Giving minimal attention to issues of procedure, such as those
treated in J. R. Vile's Contemporary Questions Surrounding the Con-
stitutional Amending Process (Choice, Dec' 93), or to subsequent ju-
dicial treatment of amendments, Anastaplo focuses on original intent.
He also emphasizes the common law origins of American rights, the
role of prudence in politics, and the need for education and virtue.
Complete with more than a dozen original documents and extensive
explanatory footnotes, many referring to other titles by Anastaplo
himself, and to works by Leo Strauss, Harry Jaffa, and the American
founders, this book will stimulate thoughtful reflection among upper-
division undergraduates, graduate students, and scholars.
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Addendum C

This is a  generous comment upon George Anastaplo, The Amend-
ments to the Constitution: A Commentary (Johns Hopkins University Press,
1995) prepared by Harry V. Jaffa for a panel at the Annual Convention of
the American Political Science Association, August 25, 1995.

With the publication of his Commentary on the Amendments, Anas-
tapio has complemented and completed his Commentary on the Con-
stitution o f  1787. Th i s  i s  a  major event i n  the history o f  the
Constitution itself. George's commentaries, unlike any others, be-
long to a tradition very different from that of legal commentaries, as
usually understood. They have more in common with Leo Strauss's
The Argument and the Action of Plato's "Laws" than with any other
contemporary work. A s  Strauss approached the Torah of reason with
the reverence of  the Torah of revelation—Anastaplo has brought a
lifelong devotion to the American Constitution to his task. Since i t
will be some time before I can have assimilated this magisterial work,
I mention here only one of  its features. The  chapter on the Thir-
teenth Amendment is preceded by one on the Emancipation Procla-
mation. This is absolutely necessary, although George is perhaps the
only one who would have recognized this fact. A f t e r  nearly a half
century of constant reading of Lincoln, and about Lincoln, I  can say
categorically that this chapter is the finest scholarly writing on Lin-
coln's words that I know. M y  feeling is that George must have sat at
Lincoln's elbow as he composed the Proclamation of September 22,
1862, and discussed it with him, paragraph by paragraph. A s  a proof
of the possibility that one can understand a great writer as he under-
stood himself, i t  is the definitive refutation of historicism.

See, also, Harry V. Jaffa, The Conditions o f  Freedom (Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Press, 1975), p. 153, n. 2; Jaffa, How to Think About the American
Revolution (Carolina Academic Press, 1978), pp. 134, 182 n. 117: Anas-
tapio, The Constitution of 1787, pp. 21 308 n. 16; The Encyclopedia of  the
American Constitution, vol. I I I ,  p. 1418. The  1995 American Political Sci-
ence Association panel referred t o  was entitled, "The  Scholarship o f
George Anastaplo." See Political Science Reviewer, vol. 26 (1997).

6. C U R R I C U L U M  REFORM REVISITED
(A memorandum to the Faculty, March 6, 1996)

This is the fourth o f  my memoranda offered as contributions to the
"diversity" discussions in this law school following upon the October 31st
meeting o f  disaffected minority students. Accompanying this memoran-
dum is the talk I gave to my constitutional law class on February 8, "Setting
the Record Straight." [ M y  talk of February 8 is Part 5 of  this collection of
memoranda and talks on "racism".]

My February 8th talk includes, in addition to observations about vital
but neglected points in constitutional law, responses to racism-related com-
plaints that had evidently been made following my  ta lk o f  January 25,
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"Race Relations and the Constitution." [That talk is Part 3 of this "racism"
collection.] M y  responses to those complaints were anticipated in my last
memorandum to you on February 6. (So far, no complaints have been re-
ported to me about my talk of February 8.) I  suspect that I have now pro-
vided guidance enough to how one should, with sufficient candor, address
bizarre allegations when they happen to come to one's attention. I n  these
matters a calm offense may well be the best defense.

I hope to prepare, during the next month, one more talk and two more
memoranda in fulfilling what I have undertaken to say about these matters
this time around. One of these memoranda, to the Faculty, should accom-
pany the final talk I  am planning in this series, the other memorandum, to
the Dean, should round out my part in this controversy, at least for  the
time being. The  talk that is contemplated, for my constitutional law class,
should be devoted to consideration of the dependence of the Constitution
upon moral standards. (This is related to the banquet address, "Don Quix-
ote and the Constitution," I  am scheduled to give next month in Ohio to a
national conference o f  constitutional law scholars. [That address is to  be
included in a collection on the Constitution and the Supreme Court to be
published by Rowman and Littlefield in 1997.])

The underlying problem emerging from all this, i t  has seemed to me
for some time now, is not that of how to deal with racism but rather that of
the capacity of  students and others to make sound judgments both about
their experiences in this law school and about any irresponsible allegations
of various kinds that may happen to be made now and then. Cri t ical  here
is the need for solid instruction both in the relevant principles and in an
appropriate respect for evidence. I t  remains to be seen, of course, what the
ad hoc Faculty-Student Committee on Diversity will contribute to identify-
ing problems and proposing solutions.

Something may indeed be wrong when there are the kinds o f  race-
related concerns that we have heard voiced in this law school since Octo-
ber, however much chance has affected what has been said and about
whom. I  have already suggested that the central problems touched upon
here may be rooted primarily in our society rather than in this school which
is genuinely trying to do the good of which it is capable. B u t  there may be
deficiencies in  the law school as well, insofar as we have not trained our
students to be sensible about what complaints they make and about how
they regard the complaints that they hear. There is much that has been
contrived and even childish in what has been heard here and in how it has
been responded t o  dur ing the past three months. Part icular ly t o  b e
guarded against in  these situations is the paralysis that can come f rom
blaming others for one's troubles. O n e  consequence of  such paralysis is
that one does not do what one can and should do to help oneself. (The
Irish poet Seamus Heaney, in his 1990 version of an Ancient Greek play,
cautions against the temptation of  people to indulge and thereby further
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cripple themselves as victims: " Yo u r  wound is what you feed on, Philocte-
tes." The Cure at Troy, p. 61 [1990]. See, also, ibid., pp. 1-2, 59f, 72, 74, 77.)

Students need instruction that is likely to make them better—instruc-
tion that enlarges their intellectual horizons and deepens their moral sense.
They should be helped to see what the enduring questions are that confront
them, not just the currently fashionable issues that rely upon questionable
theories. A  learned profession, with its proper concern for the community
at large, has to be grounded upon a sound understanding of what is good
both for the human being and for the citizen. Conventional courses in pro-
fessional responsibility, however useful they may be, do not undertake to
supply what is needed here.

A l l  this seems, at least to me, to support the proposal I  have made
over the years that we should institute a two-semester "secular" course de-
voted to  the Bible and to Shakespeare. A l though this k ind o f  required
course would be best i f  several, and eventually most, of the faculty partici-
pate in it, I  am willing to teach all sections of such a course over a three-
year period so that we may see what happens to our students and in the
school because of  it. (1  append to this memorandum a talk I  gave here in
1992 on this subject.)

have not received, thus far, any substantial comments in  writ ing—
from administrators, faculty, or students—about the materials I  have dis-
tributed since my memorandum of November 1. Th is  is not surprising: 1
long ago learned that one is pretty much left to  fend for  oneself i f  one
presumes to challenge the more dubious pieties of one's day. ( A t  the same
time, one may continue to be treated courteously by colleagues and others:
the isolation I  refer to here need not be "personal" or even professional.)
The general silence means, in effect, that I  have had to try to sketch the
arguments "on both sides" in order to make this examination worthwhile.
I f  anyone does have corrections of, or other suggestions about, the materi-
als I  have provided thus far, I  should probably be told before I  put this
collection o f  talks and memoranda in final form.

We should, in any event, so conduct ourselves—as well as so explain
ourselves—that irresponsible critics will be routinely exposed as remarka-
bly uninformed. A t  the same time we should welcome and be grateful for
any thoughtful criticism that can help make us as good as we aspire to be.

Addendum

This talk on legal education was given at a Law School Great Books
Program Lecture, L o y o l a  University School o f  Law, Chicago, Il l inois,
Apri l  1, 1992. I t  is taken from George Anastaplo, "On Freedom: Explora-
tions," 17 Oklahoma City University Law Review 465, 724-26 (Appendix C)
(1992).
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In The Service of the Best Legal Education for the United States

The good old maxims of the Bible are applicable, and truly
applicable to human affairs, and in this as in other things, we may
say here that he who is not for us is against us. •

—Abraham Lincoln (1859)

We have in Abraham Lincoln the best lawyer who ever practiced
in this State. Furthermore, Lincoln is a man about whom it can be
said that it matters to most Americans—not only to students of law—
what he thought about one vital matter after another. This seems to
be because we sense the power of his mind and the soundness of his
character. He  strikes us as an eminently prudent man with a remark-
able ability to explain what he has figured out.

Any serious study of the Constitution and constitutional law has
to take into account the political documents o f  stature that have
shaped the American heritage. These documents range from Magna
Carta and the Declaration of Independence down to Lincoln's Get-
tysburg Address and beyond. That Lincoln's thought, as seen in vari-
ous of his addresses and in the Lincoln-Douglas debates, is important
for our  political development should be evident t o  the serious
student.

But Lincoln's contribution to our well-being goes beyond what
may be drawn upon i n  constitutional law and political science
courses. Fo r  we should consider as well what helped make him as
proficient as he was, both as lawyer and as statesman. This can help
us see what is needed in law schools these days, when students come
in without the preparation they were once assured and entitled to as
undergraduates.

Fundamental to Lincoln's education, and indeed to Western civi-
lization, are the Bible and Shakespeare, with Shakespeare serving as
perhaps the principal means for transmitting classical learning to the
English-speaking world, however filtered t ha t  learning may  b e
through Roman political experience and through the Christian con-
science and consciousness. I t  is difficult to imagine anyone among us
having a sound grasp of our heritage of responsible freedom without
a working knowledge both of Shakespeare and of the Bible (prefera-
bly i n  t he  K i n g  James translation, because o f  i t s  magnificent
language).

Not only is one's understanding of things deepened but also (to
be more "practical") one's ability as a lawyer is likely to be enhanced.
Also enhanced is American political life since it is so dependent on
lawyers. The greatest American lawyers, up to our time, were apt to
be well grounded in the Bible and Shakespeare. They were, because
of this, far better able to read and write and speak than we are now
accustomed to.

It would be more than practical, therefore, to devote a year in
law school to the Bible and Shakespeare, with a semester-long course
assigned to each. These should be required courses... • No t  only are
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better lawyers trained thus—but also one is better equipped to lead a
good life, a more meaningful life, something that fewer and fewer
lawyers (even the most successful ones) seem to have access to in this
country.

Perhaps the principal beneficiaries here would be the teachers
themselves because a proper law school program in Shakespeare and
the Bible should have all of the faculty engaged in the enterprise one
way or another, that faculty which is professionally bound to spend so
much of its time devoted to materials that are soon outdated. Critical
to American education today should be the elevation of the discourse
of American educators throughout the system, thereby raising every-
one's sights. (Note 1) W i t h  the Bible and Shakespeare to draw upon,
it becomes easier to nourish the best in us all. I  dare add a prediction
that should appeal to honorable ambition, an ambition that Lincoln
had his full share of: the first law school that embarks upon this re-
form would get and deserve national recognition as a leader in Amer-
ican legal education. (Note 2)
(Note 1) See Leo Strauss, Spinoza's Critique of Religion, p. 2 (1965):
"It is safer to try to understand the low in the light of the high than
the high in the light of  the low. I n  doing the latter one necessarily
distorts the high, whereas in doing the former one does not deprive
the low o f  the freedom to reveal itself fully as what i t  is." O n  the
relation between reason and morality, compare Leo Strauss, Persecu-
tion and the Art  of Writing, pp. 95-141 (1952). For an instructive dis-
cussion of these matters, see Laurence Berns, "The Relation between
Philosophy and Religion," 19 Interpretation 43 (1991).
(Note 2) L a w  journals can contribute significantly to American legal
education and hence offer a reliable freedom by publishing discus-
sions that rise above the technical and the transitory. For further con-
sideration o f  the more enduring questions addressed in this article,
see George Anastaplo, "Rome, Piety, and Law: Explorations" ( to  be
published in 1993 by the Loyola of  New Orleans Law Review). That
article includes examinations of Plutarch's Numa, Saint Paul, Tertul-
lian, Julian the Apostate, Saint Augustine, Justinian, and T.S. Eliot's
Thomas Becket. A  critical question throughout is with respect to the
relation among the moral virtues, knowledge, and freedom.

7. M O R A L  STANDARDS A N D  THE CONSTITUTION
(A talk to Law Students, March 21, 1996)

His was the fame to mortals rarely given,
Begun on earth, but fixed in aim on heaven.
Genius, and learning, and consummate skill,
Molding each thought, obedient to the will;
Affections pure, as e'er warmed human breast,
And love, in blessing others, doubly blest;
Virtue unspotted, uncorrupted truth,
Gentle in age, and beautiful in youth;—
These were his bright possessions. ,  •
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—Joseph Story, on John Marshall
This talk should conclude the series of three talks, inspired by the "ra-

cism" issues publicly raised in this law school last October, which I  have
prepared for this course. The first of these talks (of January 25) led to com-
plaints by one o r  more students to a multicultural affairs officer o f  this
university, complaints which I addressed in my second talk. 1 have learned
of no complaints registered with any authorities about my second talk (of
February 8). B u t  a response to these talks and related memoranda to the
faculty, particularly my March 6th memorandum accompanying my distri-
bution of the second talk to the faculty, has taken the form of an instructive
memorandum to me from one of  my colleagues. A  passage from my col-
league's memorandum (of March 6) should be useful as my point of depar-
ture in considering this evening the bearing of moral standards upon both a
proper interpretation and an effective implementation of the Constitution.
[My talks of January 25 and February 8 are Parts 3 and 5, respectively, of
this collection of  memoranda and talks on "racism."]

My faculty memorandum (of March 6), to which was appended a talk I
had given in 1992 advocating the study of the Bible and Shakespeare as an
integral part of  a law school curriculum, included these suggestions:

Students need instruction that is likely to make them better—instruc-
tion that enlarges their intellectual horizons and deepens their moral
sense. They should be helped to see what the enduring questions are
that confront them, not just the currently fashionable issues that rely
upon questionable theories. A  learned profession, with its proper
concern for the community at large, has to be grounded upon a sound
understanding of what is good both for the human being and for the
citizen. Conventional courses in professional responsibility, however
useful they may be, do not undertake to supply what is needed here.
All this seems, at least to me, to support the proposal I  have made
over the years that we should institute a  two-semester "secular"
course devoted to the Bible and to Shakespeare.

My colleague's memorandum, in response to  my two talks heretofore to
this class and to my related memoranda to the faculty, suggested in turn
that I  should "attend more explicitly to radical critiques" of the position
have been developing for  you in  recent months. T h e  "radical critiques"
referred to, which my colleague does not necessarily agree with personally,
are these:

that there is no truth, that the Bible and Shakespeare hold no more
promise of truth or moral wisdom than the back of a Cheerios box,
that racism is indelible, intractable and universal, that there can be no
such thing as "color-blindness," that there is no such thing as ,"well-
intentioned discourse," and so on.

The first and last of these critiques, if taken seriously, are the most unfortu-
nate in that they question the purpose not only o f  the entire legal enter-
prise (including law school teaching) but of all other civilized endeavors as
well: I  refer to the arguments that "there is no truth" and that "there is no
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such thing as 'well-intentioned discourse.' Related to this kind of nihilism
is my colleague's comment upon the Bible, Shakespeare, and Cheerios,
about which I  wil l  have more to say further on in these remarks. The  re-
maining comments, about the difficulty of counteracting racism, have con-
siderable support in our experience for many years now, including the
experience of the racism all too often exhibited by some of those who sin-
cerely condemn racism.

The "radical critiques" catalogued by my colleague, who has been
alerted to my use here of the helpful memorandum provided me, have
been around for some time now—and I, along with others, have tried to
deal with them at length. (See, for example, the esSays collected in my
book, The American Moralist [1992]. See, also, the Primer appended to
this talk.) These critiques are particularly hard to deal with, however, when
those who make them explicitly repudiate the authority o f  reason itself,
that very reason upon which such critiques and one's response to  them
implicitly rely. T h e  problems become acute here when truths long re-
garded as more or less self-evident have to be argued for and "proved."
This modernist nihilism is far more deadly than even genuine racism can
be, recklessly subverting as i t  does the principles upon which racism and
other evils can be plausibly identified and effectively condemned as evil.

Nihilism, if taken seriously (as distinguished from being played with by
not-truly-serious academics), undermines the  sense o f  community and
hence both the teaching and the practice of law. Fortunately for our well-
being, psychic as well as social, i t  is difficult for most healthy-minded peo-
ple to take nihilism seriously. I  return to one of the "radical critiques" by
which I  have been challenged: " t h e  Bible and Shakespeare hold no more
promise o f  truth or  moral wisdom than the back of  a Cheerios box." I t
should at  once be noted that i t  is highly implausible that the Bible and
Shakespeare "hold no more promise of truth or moral wisdom" than the
advertisements to which we are routinely subjected. A  much more plausi-
ble crit ique here i s  tha t  t he  considerable, indeed perhaps unrivaled,
promises o f  truth and moral wisdom made by the Bible and Shakespeare
cannot really be delivered. However that may be, when one consults the
current Cheerios box—in these matters it does help to try to check out the
facts—, one finds an advertisement related to a Treasure Island movie with
the Muppets. I  do not know what is done with Robert Louis Stevenson's
novel in that movie, but the enduring appeal of  the novel itself does seem
to have been relied upon by the movie producers, i f  only as their point of
departure. This novel was, it happens, my favorite story as a child while I
was growing up in Southern Illinois. I  read i t  annually for several years
from the fifth or sixth grade on, the first real book I  recall having read.
Notions about right and wrong are presupposed by the story, notions about
the good and the bad that are rooted in the Bible and reinforced (in the
English-speaking world) by Shakespeare. (See Anastaplo, The Corzstitu-
lion o f  1787, pp. 1, i l ,  13, 74-88, 331, 338 [1989].) Youngsters can be ap-
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pealed to by this story of  the challenges faced by an enterprising boy o f
character. T h e  appeal i s  heightened because o f  the moral  ambiguity
presented in the person of Long John Silver. ( A  special thrill is induced by
the desecration of  the Bible exhibited in the delivery to him of  the fatal
"black spot.") B u t  the heroes in adventure stories for children, l ike the
sports heroes typically displayed on cereal boxes, can do no more than re-
mind us of the truly heroic, such as may be seen in the Bible and in Shake-
speare, writings that have long been able to appeal both to the few and to
the many, depending upon how they are read. (The  Law &  Literature
courses in the law school curricula these days testify to a recognition by
faculties that something is needed to help establish proper foundations for
the law. See, for example, 23 Loyola University o f  Chicago Law Journal
181 [1992].)

Before we restore the Cheerios box to the shelf where it belongs, we
should also notice that the story in Treasure Island would not make sense if
there should be no law grounded in morality. Thus, the moral standing of
those in authority, such as the Doctor, the Squire, and the Captain of the
Hispaniola, is confirmed and relied upon in the novel. Otherwise, human
motivations are reduced to mere hedonism and meaningless ambition. I t  is
impossible to deal competently, as well  as seriously, with the law i f  t he
moral dimension of things is not recognized. This recognition may be seen
in that common law which the Constitution again and again takes f o r
granted. The  common law, despite the fashionable enthronement of posi-
tivism in Erie v.  Tompkins (1938). is natural right applied to changing cir-
cumstances wi th  due respect f o r  the precedents that  a  community has
chanced to accumulate. ( I f  the gods quarrel, i t  is about the just and the
unjust. See, fo r  example, Plato,  Euthyphro 7C; Euripides, Iphigenia i n
Tauris 1012-1013, 1082-1088, 1475-1479.)

Even so, we should notice what has contributed to  the suspicions
about any advocacy o f  the moral dimension o f  things, including in  the
law—suspicions especially by intellectuals and other high-minded people.
Fashionable doctrines are no doubt influential here, drawing as they do
upon modem philosophical speculations. A l s o  important has been the re-
action to the moralistic among us, those would-be champions o f  morality
who can sometimes give morality a bad name. B u t  does not this anti-mor-
alistic reaction itself draw upon the moral sense? I s  i t  not a respect for
morality that makes decent people disapprove o f  the hypocritical or  the
self-righteous or the overbearing? Thus, prudence is important in how one
implements moral standards. That  is one of the lessons of the Prohibition
Era in this country. I t  is the kind of lesson that Frederick Douglass taught
his fellow-Americans more than a century ago, as may be seen in his Apr i l
14, 1876 eulogy of  Abraham Lincoln, which included these observations
(The Frederick Douglass Papers, IV,  436 [1979]):

I have said that President Lincoln was a white man, and shared the
prejudices common t o  h i s  countrymen towards the  colored race.
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Looking back to his times and to the condition of  the country, this
unfriendly feeling on his part may safely be set down as one element
of his wonderful success in organizing the loyal American people for
the tremendous conflict before them, and bringing them safely
through that conflict.

There are, in Douglass's analysis, a sensible hardheadedness and a moral
seriousness that are all too often lacking in our discussions of racial issues
today, issues which are often treated in a moralistic manner that is not suf-
ficiently respectful of difficult circumstances and limited alternatives. Con-
sider how Douglass continued his 1876 observations about Lincoln (ibid.,
I v,  476-77):

His great mission was to accomplish two things: f i rst ,  t o  save his
country from dismemberment and ruin, and second, to free his coun-
try from the great crime of slavery. To  do one or the other, or both,
he must have the earnest sympathy and the powerful cooperation of
his loyal fellow-countrymen. Without this primary and essential con-
dition to success, his efforts must have been vain and utterly fruitless.
Had he put the abolition of slavery before the salvation of the Union,
he would have inevitably driven from him a powerful class o f  the
American people, and rendered resistance to rebellion impossible.
Viewed f rom the genuine abolition ground, M r.  Lincoln seemed
tardy, cold, dull and indifferent; but measuring him by the sentiment
of his country, a sentiment he was bound as a statesman to consult, he
was swift, zealous, radical, and determined. Though Mr.  Lincoln
shared the prejudices of his white fellow-countrymen against the Ne-
gro, i t  is hardly necessary to say that in  his heart o f  hearts. H E
LOATHED A N D  HATED SLAVERY. H e  was willing while the
South was loyal that i t  should have its pound o f  flesh, because he
thought i t  was so nominated in the bond, but further than this no
earthly power could make him go.

notice in passing that Douglass's reference here to the "pound of flesh
nominated in the bond" reflects his acquaintance with Shakespeare, just as
other references in  his writings reflect his acquaintance wi th  the Bible.
Perhaps no lesson taught by the career of  Douglass, who did grow up in
slavery, is more important to those discriminated against today than the
lesson of  taking advantage o f  any opportunities that may happen to be-
come available (especially educational opportunities), avoiding thereby the
paralyzing temptation to  blame all  o f  one's troubles on others. Th is  is
sometimes related to another temptation, all too often a suicidal tempta-
tion which disregards what may be needed for proper worldly success, the
temptation to be a moral "purist" in political action. H a d  Lincoln "put the
abolition of slavery before the salvation of the Union," Douglass concedes,
"he would  have inevitably driven from him a powerful class of the Ameri-
can people, and rendered resistance to rebellion impossible." A  compara-
ble assessment can be made of the Framers o f  1787: had  they refused to
accommodate themselves to slavery where it then existed, the Union—and
eventually Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass—would probably
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have been rendered impossible, or  at least even more difficult t o  secure
than they were.

It helps, i f  one is to deal responsibly with great matters o f  state, to
have a l ively sense of humor. I t  is this which can help one to be moral, and
to be recognized as such, without becoming moralistic and otherwise tire-
some. This  may be seen in men respected for their high moral sense such
as John Marshall and Abraham Lincoln, both o f  whom could be sought
after as wit ty companions even by their political adversaries. A l t h o u g h
Marshall on the bench was the most august of  presiding officers, his ready
wit could be put to good use in his dealings off the bench with his fellow
Justices on the Supreme Court. Thus, his biographer reports (A lber t  J.
Beveridge, The Life of John Marshall, IV, 87-88 [1919]):

[M]arshall, in his relations With his fellow occupants of the bench, was
at the head of a family as much as he was Chief of a court. Although
the discussion of legal questions occurred continuously at the board-
ing-house [where the Justices all stayed while in Washington], each
case was much more fully examined in the consultation room at the
Capitol. There the court had a regular "consultation day" devoted
exclusively to the cases in hand. Yet, even on these occasions. all was
informality, and wit and humor brightened the tediousness. These
"consultations" lasted throughout the day and sometimes into the
night; and t h e  Justices took  their  meals whi le the  discussions
proceeded.
"We are great ascetics, and even deny ourselves wine except in wet
weather," [Joseph] Story dutifully informed his wife. "Wha t  I  say
about the wine gives you our rule; but it does sometimes happen that
the Chief Justice will say to me, when the cloth is removed, 'Brother
Story, step up t o  the window and see i f  it does not look like rain.'
And i f  I tell him that the sun is shining brightly, Judge Marshall will
sometimes reply, ' [ I t  does not matter], for our jurisdiction extends
over so large a territory that the doctrine of chances makes it certain
that i t  must be raining somewhere."

Upon the Chief Justice so ruling, the wine could be served with a good or
at least a sufficiently appeased conscience, once again recognizing thereby
the claims of morality in legal affairs.

We have already noticed the place of  morality in that common law
which the Constitution takes for granted. Other terms in the Constitution,
in addition to those drawn from the common law, presuppose or rely upon
and thereby advance morality, including the morality o f  having and re-
specting such an instrument as the Constitution. (Consider what would
happen to terms such as "Justice," "general Welfare," "disorderly Behav-
ior," "Treason," "Bribery," "good Behavior," and "Full Faith and Credit" i f
moral guidance should be generally regarded as obsolete.) The  separation
of powers, the rule of law, and legislative supremacy, to say nothing of the
oaths and affirmations required by the Constitution, would mean l i t t le i f
anything if moral standards should be dismissed as the no-better-than-ami-
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able delusions that some o f  our intellectuals today argue that they are,
(This is the kind of argument that intellectuals make only in the classroom,
however, not when they have to go before the public either as politicians
seeking votes or as lawyers seeking verdicts.) The moral tone of  the Con-
stitution is reflected also in the opinions of judges interpreting the Consti-
tution. I t  is v ir tual ly impossible to understand what judges say if the moral
standards drawn upon by them are not taken seriously. When those stan-
dards come to be regarded as merely conventional, we are treated with the
sort of aberration found in the opinion for the Court exhibited in Cohen y.
California in 1971. A m o n g  the "gems" in that troubling opinion is the pro-
nouncement that  i t  is "of ten true that one man's vulgarity is another's
lyric." The approach on display in that 1971 opinion depends upon a sadly-
diminished (however fashionably "sophisticated") moral sense when com-
pared to the opinion for the Court in, say, Champion v. Ames (The Lottery
Case) in 1903. The 1971 opinion was written by the grandson of the Justice
who had written the 1903 opinion. The grandfather had distinguished him-
self in 1896 by insisting upon a color-blind Constitution, something which
he (although originally a Southerner in his sympathies) considered a moral
necessity once the Civi l  War amendments had been ratified. T h e  decline
from grandfather to grandson illustrates what has happened to our moral
sensibilities.

Moral standards must be relied upon not only in interpreting the Con-
stitution but also in applying its recognized powers. Nowhere is this more
evident, perhaps, than in how the Commerce Clause has been used in the
service of racial justice. Statutes such as the Civil Rights Ac t  of  1964 and
cases such as Heart o f  Atlanta Motel v. United States (1964) illustrate this
point. The  intimate relation between the extent of the Commerce Clause
and the vulnerability of  slavery has been rediscovered in our time by Wil-
liam Crosskey, but i t  was known early in the Nineteenth Century ( i f  not
before). Cons ider,  f o r  example, how the development o f  Gibbons v.
Ogden (1824) was described in 1919 by Chief Justice Marshall's biographer
(Beveridge, T h e  Li fe o f  John Marshall, IV,  419):

Three days previous to the argument of Gibbons vs. Ogden before
Marshall and his associates, [John] Randolph [of Virginia] arose in
the House [of  Representatives] and delivered a speech which, even
for him, was unusually brilliant. I n  it he revealed the intimate con-
nection between the slave power and opposition to the National con-
trol o f  commerce. Randolph conceded the  progress made b y
Nationalism through the extension of the doctrine of implied powers.
The [1788] prophecy of Patrick Henry as to the extinction of the sov-
ereignty, rights, and powers of the State had been largely realized, he
said.

Randolph then warned, " I f  Congress possesses the power to  do what is
proposed by this bill [to appropriate money to survey roads and canals] • •
they may emancipate every slave in the United States—and with stronger
color o f  reason than they can exercise the power now contended fo r. "
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(Ibid., IV, 420) The changes in the Constitution made by the Confederate
Constitutional Convention at Montgomery, Alabama, in 1861, in order to
reduce severely (but not to eliminate altogether) the implied powers of the
new Confederate government, drew upon decades of Southern resistance
to the reading of the Constitution by Nationalists such as Alexander Ham-
ilton and John Marshall. (See Anastaplo, The Amendments to the Constitu-
tion, pp. 125-34, 344-62 [1995].) Marshall 's biographer reports on the
reception of Gibbons v. Ogden (The Life o f  John Marshall, IV,  447):

At  the time of its delivery [in 1824], nobody complained of Marshall's
opinion except the agents of the steamboat monopoly, the theorists of
Localism, and the slave autocracy. A l l  these influences beheld, in
Marshall's statesmanship, their inevitable extinction. A l l  correctly
understood that the Nationalism expounded by Marshall, if truly car-
ried out, sounded their doom.

This biographer, writing in 1919, made a remarkably prescient prophecy
about the Commerce Clause and the interpretation provided by Marshall
in Gibbons v. Ogden (ibid., IV,  447):

It is not immoderate to say that no other judicial pronouncement in
history was so wedded to the inventive genius of man and so interwo-
ven with the economic and social evolution of a nation and a people.
After almost a century, Marshall's Nationalist theory of commerce is
more potent than ever; and nothing human is more certain than that
it wi l l  gather new strength as far  into the future as forecast can
penetrate.
But it was not only the reading of the Commerce Clause that Southern

slaveholders found threatening. They protested as well against protective
tariffs imposed by Congress. (Congress drew here upon its revenue power
as well as upon its commerce power.) The Southerners' grievances were, at
least on the surface, primarily economic, as is evident in this account of the
state of things in the early 1830s (ibid., IV,  536):

Since the Tari ff  of 1816 the South had been discontented with the
protection afforded the manufacturers of the North and East; and had
made loud outcry against the protective Tariff of 1824. The Southern
people felt that their interests were sacrificed for  the benefit o f  the
manufacturing sections; they believed that all that they produced had
to be sold in a cheap, unprotected market, and all that they purchased
had to be bought in a dear, protected market; they were convinced
that the protective tariff system, and, indeed, the whole Nationalist
policy, meant the ruin of the South.

But this account by Marshall's biographer continues, revealing even more
serious Southern concerns (ibid., IV,  536):

Moreover, they began to see that the power that could enact a protec-
tive tariff, control commerce, make internal improvements, could
also control slavery—perhaps abolish i t .  Certainly that was "the
spirit" of Marshall's construction of the Constitution, they said. "Sir,"
exclaimed Robert S. Garnett o f  Virginia during the debate in  the
House [o f  Representatives] on the Tar i f f  of 1824, "we must look very
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little to consequences i f  we do not perceive in the spirit of this con-
struction, combined with the political fanaticism of the period, reason
to anticipate, at no distant day, the usurpation, on the part of  Con-
gress, of the right to legislate upon a subject which, if you once touch,
will inevitably throw this country into revolution—I mean that o f
slavery C a n  whole nations be mistaken? When I speak of nations,
I mean  Virg in ia,  t h e  Carolinas, a n d  o t h e r  great  Southern
commonwealths.

Even Marshall's much-acclaimed opinion in McCulloch v. Maryland (1819)
was repudiated by the legislature of his own State. The Chief Justice's bi-
ographer explained (ibid., IV,  327):

[Iln announcing the principles by virtue of which Congress could es-
tablish the Bank of the United States, the Chief Justice had also as-
serted, by necessary inference, the power of the National Legislature
to exact the exclusion of slavery as a condition upon which a State
could be admitted to the Union. A t  least this was the interpretation
of Virginia and the South.

And this was an interpretation that was relitigated in the Dred Scott Case
(1857), that was temporarily "settled" by the Civil War, and that has been
revived ever since by States Rightists in one form or another. The history
of constitutional-law development that  I  have just  reviewed, however
briefly, is probably not known (or, indeed, even suspected) by more than
one out o f  every seven constitutional-law scholars in this country today.
(See, for Marshall's personal opinions about slavery, Beveridge, The Life
o f  John Marshall, I V,  472-79 [1919]. See, for  Lord Mansfield's somewhat
similar personal opinions about slavery, James Oldham, The Mansfield
Manuscripts, I I ,  1221-40 [1992].)

Whether the interpretation of the Constitution advanced by National-
ists such as John Marshall and resisted by Southern Localists (who were,
for the most part, States Rightists moved by slavery interests)—whether
this interpretation was sound depends in part upon the moral standards
intended to be served by the Constitution, the standards that are invoked
in the Preamble and that are evident throughout the document. Those
standards are relevant to  how al l  o f  the provisions o f  the Constitution
should be interpreted. Perhaps even more important, those standards illu-
minate the ends which the powers provided by the Constitution should
serve. Those moral standards, as well as the ends of government, are de-
veloped to an even greater extent in the two greatest founding documents
of Anglo-American constitutionalism: the  Great Charter of  1215 and the
Declaration of Independence of  1776. Neither of these documents makes
much sense i f  notions of right and wrong cannot be taken seriously as en-
during moral standards. I t  was the "created equal" language of the Decla-
ration of Independence that made it possible i f  not even likely that critical
powers of  the national government would eventually be used to l imit and
then to abolish slavery in the United States. Experience with slavery again
and again confirmed what principle dictated, that slavery was good neither
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for the slave nor for the slaveholder. Or, as it was put in the oral argument
in Somerset v. Stewart (1772):

[Slavery] is dangerous to the state, by its corruption of those citizens
on whom its prosperity depends; and by admitting within it a multi-
tude of persons, who being excluded from the common benefits of the
constitution, are interested in scheming its destruction.

The dire consequences of systematically mistreating people by enslaving or
otherwise callously exploiting them are evident when we consider the social
pathologies o f  our day, pathologies by which the entire community is in-
fected and crippled. A n  improved moral judgment, with respect to such
questions as how we allocate our resources, is called for when we study the
rate of  poverty and the rate of  incarceration among those most discrimi-
nated against in this country. A l so  sobering is the recognition of how rela-
tively few minority-groups members there are i n  o u r  better colleges,
universities, and professional schools even when affirmative-action pro-
grams are permitted to operate. A  mature moral sense, i t  seems to me,
obliges us to recognize as well, and to use, the constitutional measures that
should be available to begin to remedy the wasteful and threatening situa-
tion that has been festering for some time now. F o r  example, Congress,
pursuant to the power provided i t  in Section 5 of  the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, should be able to fund, and i f  need be to direct, programs designed
to deal with those nationwide problems in crime, poverty and education
that seem to be keyed to unhealthy race relations.

What is at the foundation of our moral judgments as a people? Bo th
the natural and the supernatural—"the Laws of  Nature and o f  Nature's
God"—are invoked by the Declaration of Independence in support of the
principles that are set forth in that founding document. O f  course, this is
not the way the sophisticated talk today. They  prefer instead to appear
"realistic," as may be seen in the current vogue of economic interpretations
of the law. B u t  these are passing fancies, however useful economists can
be, i f  only because such reductionism does not recognize and minister to
the moral dedication that lies at the foundation of the law. (Even  the pi-
rates in  Treasure Island depend upon an abiding respect somewhere for
property and hence law i f  they are ever to  be able to  enjoy the buried
treasure that they hope to find.) A n  enduring moral sense, with its respect
for reason (limited though reason may sometimes be), can be glimpsed in
the last opinion John Marshall uttered as Chief Justice (Mitchel v. United
States [1835]; Beveridge, Life o f  John Marshall, IV,  585):

Though the hope of deciding causes to the mutual satisfaction of par-
ties would be chimerical, that of convincing them that the case has
been fully and fairly considered, and that due attention has been
given to the arguments of counsel, and that the best judgment of the
court has been exercised on the case, may be sometimes indulged.
Even this is not always attainable. I n  the excitement produced by
ardent controversy, gentlemen view the same object through such dif-
ferent media that minds not unfrequently receive therefrom precisely
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opposite impressions. The Court, however, must see with its own
eyes, and exercise its own judgment, guided by its own reason.
I have suggested, in the course of the series of  talks prepared for this

course, how "ardent controversy" should be dealt with by us. I  trust that
enough has been said to persuade you, or  at least most of  you, that the
issue investigated in these three talks "has been as fully and fairly consid-
ered" as is possible to do in the time available for us this semester. I  have
supplemented what I  have said to you by references to what I  have pub-
lished elsewhere about matters that could be no more than touched upon
here. I  again presume to remind you of a critical lesson taught to us all by
Frederick Douglass, that one should take advantage of  any opportunities
that happen to become available. Perhaps another model to the same ef-
fect is provided us by Jane Austen, whose novels were admired by John
Marshall. (See Beveridge, Life of  John Marshall, I V,  79-80.) Jane Austen,
like Frederick Douglass, refused either to be defined by her grievances or
limited by her circumstances. I  conclude my prepared remarks for this se-
mester by quoting from Virginia Woolf's 1929 appraisal of Jane Austen (A
Room o f  One's Own, p. 68):

I could not find [upon reading Pride and Prejudice] any signs that
[Jane Austen's] circumstances had harmed her work in the slightest.
That, perhaps, was the chief miracle about it. Here  was a  woman
about the year 1800 writing without hate, without bitterness, without
fear, without protest, without preaching. That was how Shakespeare
wrote, 1 thought, looking at Antony and Cleopatra; and when people
compare Shakespeare and Jane Austen, they may mean that the
minds of both had consumed all impediments; and for that reason we
do not know Jane Austen and we do not know Shakespeare; and for
that reason Jane Austen pervades every word that she wrote, and so
does Shakespeare.

Addendum

This memorandum was prepared in 1976 for students in George Anas-
taplo's polit ical science and philosophy courses at  Rosary College. A n
abridged version o f  this memorandum was published in  26 DePaul Law
Review 801-05 (1977). I t  was published in its entirety in George Anastaplo,
The Artist as Thinker: From Shakespeare to Joyce, pp. 275-78 (1983).

A Primer on the Good, the True, and the Beautiful
Hector:

, • •What merit's in that which denies
The yielding of [Helen] up?

Troilus:
• • .Nay, i f  we talk of reason,
Let's shut our gates and sleep. Manhood and honor
Should have hare-hearts, would they but fat their thoughts
With this crammed reason. Reason and respect
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Make livers pale and lustihood deject.
Hector:

Brother, she is not worth what she doth cost
The keeping.

Troilus:
What's aught but as 'tis valued?

Hector:
But value dwells not in particular will;
It holds his estimate and dignity
As well wherein 'tis precious of itself
As in the prizer. 'Tis  mad idolatry
To make the service greater than the god;
And the will dotes that is attributive
To what infectiously itself affects
Without some image of th' affected merit.

—William Shakespeare,
Troilus and Cressida, II, i i

We make much today o f  something called open-mindedness. B u t
should we not take care lest a civilized willingness to hear out argu-
ments become nothing more than a perverse mindlessness?
One is asked again and again by liberated intellectuals, especially
when serious matters are under discussion, "Who is to say who is
right?" This tiresome rhetorical question usually implies that one is
entitled to do no more than express the preferences one happens to
have. To  pass judgment on another—to speak of right and wrong—is
considered provincial, i f  not even bigoted.
"Right" and "wrong," as well as "good" and "bad," are explained
away by the liberated as merely conventional ways of indicating one's
preferences, the preferences determined (for the most part, i f  not al-
together) by one's environment. Indeed, these advanced thinkers are
incapable of any sustained argument, independent of "arbitrary" reli-
gious and legal prohibitions, against even such a practice (to take an
extreme case) as a routine indulgence in cannibalism.
Such open-minded people (who, of course, happen personally to ab-
hor cannibalism and other such social aberrations) do consider them-
selves thinkers. T h a t  is ,  the old-fashioned respect—perhaps a n
almost instinctive respect—for man's nature continues to assert itself
in their implicit assumption that thinking is both possible and desira-
ble. Thus, it is assumed proper, if not necessary, for men and women
to attempt to think. I s  it not also assumed that there are correct and
incorrect conclusions following from the thinking one might attempt?

Many open-minded people have decided opinions critical of social in-
justice, of bigotry, and (perhaps above all) of those who are not open-
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minded. B u t  why should one bother to complain about what others
are (or are not) doing or saying if right and wrong are but matters of
opinion, i f  men have no defensible basis for the choices they make
about the good and the bad? Why should one bother to try to "im-
prove" things i f  one's preferences cannot be other than a matter of
chance?
A matter of  chance? I f  one's preferences are decisively determined
by one's environment, and i f  one's environment and hence upbring-
ing are essentially matters of chance, what basis is there for preferring
or promoting one environment over another, for preferring one set of
preferences over another? Wi l l  not whatever we change into be as
much subject to chance (with its successor eventually becoming as ap-
pealing to some partisans) as whatever we may now happen to be?
So, again, why bother to change things?
Why bother, i f  there is not something in the nature o f  man which
demands (or at least permits) an ordering of alternatives, which sug-
gests a hierarchy of better and worse ways of shaping, developing,
and preserving both men and their communities? What sense does it
make to speak of "progress" if men do not have some sense—if only
a dim awareness—of what the very best would be for human beings?
Perhaps, then, we ought to replace open-mindedness by simple-mind-
edness. T h e  paralyzing open-mindedness criticized here depends
upon and reinforces a determined, if not suicidal, thoughtlessness. A
certain simple-mindedness, on the other hand, may at least have the
merit of acknowledging the primacy of mind, and hence of thinking,
in human affairs.

Who is to say who is right? The simple-minded answer is "Whoever
knows what is right." But, it should at once be recognized, there are
all kinds o f  foolish people who believe themselves to know what is
right. I s  not this, however, a reflection of man's natural yearning for,
and perhaps openness to, goodness and truth? (Beauty, it can be sug-
gested in passing, may be the pleasure-inducing manifestation, often
in corporeal form, of the good or of the true.)
We must distinguish, therefore, between those who know what is
right and those who mistakenly believe themselves to know. I t  is one
thing to recognize that it is often difficult to know what is right or
good; it is quite another to conclude from this long-familiar difficulty
that i t  is always impossible to know what is right or good.
To recognize this vital distinction, as well as the perils of unexamined
dogmatism, is to give ourselves an opportunity to begin to understand
what can indeed be known and done about human beings. Such un-
derstanding, t o  which serious education should be directed, rests
upon:

1. a n  array o f  refined intellectual skills (as wel l  as psychic
maturity);
2, a  body of carefully sifted information (including information
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about the obvious and the self- evident, as well as about the ap-
parently self-evident);
3. a n  awareness o f  the fundamental questions thoughtful
human beings have always recognized to be worthy of repeated
investigation.

See, on whether the moral virtues can be said to be grounded in na-
ture, Anastaplo, "Teaching, Nature, and the Moral Virtues" ( to  be pub-
lished in 1997 in The Great Ideas Today).

8. O L D - FA S H I O N E D  M O R A L I T Y  A N D
THE TEACHING OF LAW

(A memorandum to the Faculty, March 28, 1996)

The last of  my diversity-related talks for my constitutional law course
this semester was given on March 21. That talk, "Moral Standards and the
Constitution," wi l l  be made available to the Faculty as soon as a proper
copy of it has been prepared for distribution to my class. (There have been
no student complaints brought to my attention with respect either to that
talk or to its immediate predecessor. [Those two talks are Parts 5 and 7 of
this collection of  memoranda and talks on "racism."])

I have developed my notions with respect to these matters in a 1994
North Carolina talk, "Intellectuals and Morality," appended to an article of
mine ("Lessons for the Student of Law," at pages 179-87 in volume 20 of
the Oklahoma City University Law Review [1995]). I t  is well to keep in
mind, when contemplating what I  say in that 1994 talk about "old-fash-
ioned morality," a caution voiced by John Van Doren, our 1995 Law School
Great Books Program lecturer:

One must be careful, I  find myself inclined to say, in supposing that
what you call old-fashioned morality was quite as good as you imply.
Old-fashioned morality allowed the Victorian middle class to put the
poor in poor houses when it did not simply leave them to starve (and
cast out the fallen girls on the street); it also allowed Southern chil-
dren to pray daily in schools while blacks were denied both civil and
personal rights and occasionally lynched.
I agree with what you say about "intellectuals" and their witless no-
tion of morality. I  think only that the notion we need is something
better than the one that prevailed before modern times, not a return
to it. Indeed, I  do not think intellectuals would have been able to
undermine past ideas as they did i f  they had been altogether sound

We may be lost now, but we were hypocrites before.
Much is to be said in these matters for trying to set a good example, espe-
cially when one is aware of one's own moral as well as temperamental limi-
tations. [The 1995 Van Doren lecture may be found in the 1996 volume of
The Great Ideas Today.]

The "general silence" referred t o  i n  m y  Faculty Memorandum o f
March 6 continues, but with one exception, the memorandum from a col-


